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This thesis investigates the integration of planar antennas, such as Dielectric Resonator Antennas 
(DRAs) to the planar waveguide structure, specifically the Substrate Integrated Waveguide (SIW) for 
high radiation efficiency millimeter-wave (mm-wave) applications. The SIW is a low cost and low 
loss technology, since it almost keeps the guided wave inside the structure. Therefore, it is an 
excellent candidate feeding scheme compared to traditional planar (multi-conductor) structures, such 
as the Microstrip Line (MSL) and Co-planar Waveguide (CPW) for many planar antennas. It 
enhances the antenna’s overall radiation efficiency by minimizing the conduction loss, which 
dominates at the mm-wave frequency band.  
For this thesis, two different SIW-integrated DRA configurations operating at mm-wave frequency 
band are presented. The rectangular DRA is excited in its fundamental mode TEδ11 for radiation 
through a narrow slot cut on the SIW broad wall. However, the coupling slot itself is excited by the 
SIW TE10 fundamental mode. In addition, the design guidelines, and a parametric study is also 
conducted on the proposed antenna parameters to investigate their impact on the antenna’s overall 
performance including the reflection coefficient and radiation pattern (gain). The results are provided 
within this thesis. The antenna is made of low cost and low loss materials that are available 
commercially. It is fabricated by using a novel and simple technique, which is compatible with the 
Printed Circuit Board (PCB) technology. The board is treated as multi-layers composed of the SIW-
layer, and DRA element(s) layer, respectively. The fabricated antenna prototypes are tested to 
demonstrate their validity for real microwave/mm-wave applications. Their reflection coefficients and 
radiation patterns are measured, and the antenna shows a boresight gain of 5.51 dB and a radiation 
efficiency of more than 90 % over the operating frequency band of 33-40 GHz.  
Antenna arrays based on the SIW integrated DRA are investigated for high gain/radiation 
efficiency applications. Different array configurations such as, linear (series-fed and corporate-fed) 
and two-dimensional (2D) arrays are presented. The series-fed DRA array is characterized by a single 
SIW line loaded by DRA-slot pairs, whereas the SIW-power splitter is used to form the corporate-fed 
DRA array, when loaded by DRA-slot pairs. While the SIW hybrid-feeding scheme (series-feed 
combined with corporate-feed) is used to form 2D DRA arrays. In this design, the SIW-power splitter 
is used to split the power equally and in-phase among the sets (rows) of SIW series fed-DRA 
elements (columns). A simple and generic Transmission Line (T.L.) circuit model is proposed to 
simplify and expedite the antenna array design process. It is used to calculate the antenna reflection 
coefficient and radiation pattern (gain). The T.L. model does not take the mutual coupling between 
the DRA elements into account, since our study shows that its less than -20 dB over the operating 
bandwidth. However, it is useful and faster than full-wave solvers, such as HFSS, which consumes 
time and memory due to the huge generated mesh. The developed T.L. circuit model is used to design 
the antenna array and study the impact of its main designed parameters on the antenna performance. 
The developed antenna array T.L. model leads to a general design methodology (guidelines). It also 
allows for optimum array designs for a given set of performance requirements and to have more 
physical insight into the SIW technology based antenna systems for mm-wave bands.  
The designed antenna array samples are fabricated and tested within the operating frequency band 
33-40 GHz. The series-fed antenna array shows a measured boresight gain of 11.70 dB, and high 
radiation efficiency, which is more than 90 % over an operating frequency band of 4%. Furthermore, 
 
 iv 
the measured results are compared to these calculated by the proposed T.L. circuit model and full-
wave solver. A good agreement between the measured and the HFSS results are observed, especially 
near the frequency at which the reflection coefficient is minimum.  However, some deviation is 
noticed between the proposed circuit model and the measured results. This deviation is attributed to 
the discrete nature of the SIW structure that affects the Short Circuit (SC) performance (magnitude 
and phase), the T.L. lengths, and the mutual coupling between any two adjacent antenna elements. All 
these issues are handled efficiently and are taken into account by the full-wave solver. Therefore, the 
measured reflection coefficient agrees with that of the HFSS, except for a very small deviation, 
caused by the fabrication tolerances and measurement errors. However, the proposed T.L. circuit 
model is still valid and can easily predict and estimate the resonance behavior and the impedance 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Antenna Features Requirements for Wireless Communications Overview   
The wireless communication industry was commercially born in 1970 with the introduction of 
reliable, miniaturized, solid-state Radio Frequency (RF) components. The proliferation of wireless 
communication systems in the recent years has dramatically changed the way people exchange 
information [1]. As the demand for wireless communications increases, cheaper and more reliable 
systems have to be developed. At the same time, constraints placed on the systems by spectrum 
allocation issues increase. Current research is being devoted to the development of systems designed 
to work in the millimeter-wave (mm-wave) frequency range. This frequency band designated as 30-
300 GHz [2,3] is vastly unused compared to lower frequency bands which are heavily populated.  
Developing communication systems at the mm-wave band allows compact system components, 
which are critical for mobile and portable systems. Furthermore, mm-wave frequency bands provide a 
greater bandwidth, meaning that large amounts of data can be transmitted at higher speeds with better 
reliability. In addition, Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) and other high-speed multi-media 
delivery services require large amounts of bandwidth to operate effectively. Many useful applications 
have been assigned for this band, such as passive imaging applications (91 GHz) [4], collision 
avoidance radar sensors (77 GHz) [5]. Also, an important application for this frequency band is 
satellite communications. A portable system with a fixed beam of around 20/30 GHz to receive and 
transmit respectively has been investigated in [6]. The conclusion from the above discussion is that 
the development of the mm-wave band systems is important to the future of wireless communication 
systems.           
Antennas as a part of a wireless communication system have to be developed to satisfy most of the 
high frequency application requirements. Owing to their small size and low profile, planar antenna 
systems are suitable for mm-wave wireless communication applications. In addition, they are 
compatible with the Monolithic Millimeter Wave Integrated Circuits (MMIC). 
As most of the wireless systems are being designed for mobile and portable applications, antennas 
designed for wireless communications at mm-wave frequencies should fulfill some requirements such 
as having profile, high low efficiency, light weight and low fabrication cost. Traditional waveguide 
and reflector antennas are unsuitable, because they are bulky and high cost. Furthermore, as the 
frequency increases the performance of some of these antennas degrades, since surface roughness and 
conductor loss become significant for metallic components. The microstrip and printed antenna 
technology on the other hand, have low profile, low cost, lightweight, conformity and easy to 
fabricate for wireless applications operating at mm-wave. A microstrip printed dipoles array antenna 
was proposed by [6], where a low and medium power amplifier has been distributed and integrated 
within the array.  
The Microstrip Patch Antenna (MPA) element and arrays architectures have been presented in 
some literature [6, 7] at mm-wave frequencies for wireless communication systems. They have been 
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placed inside a metallic cavity to form an array of high gain [6] at 30 GHz or integrated with a low 
noise amplifier to form an active antenna array at 42 GHz. The feeding microstrip lines can be printed 
on the same layer of metallization for a patch array configuration using the same photolithographic 
technique. However, it has been found that their conductor and dielectric loss are significant, 
especially for large arrays, the microstrip antenna has a narrow bandwidth of 4%, which makes it 
unsuitable for mm-wave wide band applications.  
Dielectric Resonator Antennas (DRAs) have been shown to radiate efficiently at high frequencies 
[8], making them more attractive for wireless applications operating at mm-wave frequencies. They 
exhibit no conductor loss (high radiation efficiency), a larger bandwidth than MPAs, and have a lower 
profile than reflector and the horn antennas. In addition, they are easier to fabricate at this frequency 
range and can be excited in many different ways, as we will discuss later in Chapter 2.  
Relatively few studies using DRA at mm-wave frequencies have been reported. Existing work 
includes a single element fed by a CPW at 60 GHz [9] and arrays fed by an aperture [10], and a 
dielectric waveguide [11] at 40 GHz and 32.5 GHz respectively. The antenna feeding systems at mm-
wave frequencies usually utilize some type of planar transmission line and apertures or radiating slots. 
There are several types of planar transmission lines including the strip line, the coplanar waveguide, 
the slot line, the coplanar strip, and the MSL. The planar transmission lines are easy to fabricate in 
small dimensions. They are also compatible with MMIC technology. MSL and CPW are the most 
commonly used types of feeding systems for both MPAs and DRAs. However, they become very 
susceptible to conductor loss at high frequencies, which degrades the radiation efficiency of the 
antenna system. Consequently, another high Q-factor feeding structure with low complexity has to be 
developed.   
1.2 Motivations 
Recently, there is a growing interest in antenna systems, which operate in the mm-wave region. 
The conventional metallic antennas suffer problems with regards to power loss, which degrades 
radiation efficiency, and radiated power capabilities. There are also fabrication difficulties when 
reduced to the sizes necessary to operate in this band. The DRA meets these requirements. It has been 
shown that DRA is an attractive element for use in the microwave and mm-wave frequency bands [9], 
[12-18]. DRAs are made of low-loss and high dielectric constant materials that have higher radiation 
efficiency than printed antennas at higher frequencies due to the absence of the ohmic loss and 
surface wave. Also, they are compact in size, lightweight, and low cost.  
Many different traditional feeding schemes can be used for the DRA such as a coaxial-probe feed, 
an aperture-coupling feed, a direct microstrip-line feed, a coplanar waveguide feed or a waveguide 
slot feed to name a few. Among these excitation schemes, the microstrip line feeding technique is 
often used for the DRA because of easy fabrication and compatibility with MMICs. However, when 
microstrip-lines and open slots are used to excite the DRA, they will produce undesirable backside 
radiation, and the DRA’s radiation pattern is also affected by the parasitic radiation of the feeding 
MSLs. Additionally, the conventional microstrip-like feeding systems suffer from significant tradeoff 
between the cost, size and performance at the microwave and mm-wave frequency band. Finally, it 
suffers from conduction loss, which degrades the overall efficiency of the whole antenna system. 
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A novel planar feeding mechanism based on the planar waveguide technology called the Substrate 
Integrated Waveguide (SIW) technique is used for planar antennas, such as Dielectric Resonator 
Antennas (DRAs) designed at the mm-wave band. The SIW is a closed guiding structure that keeps 
the excitation fields inside. It has an excellent shield between the exterior and interior, thus 
minimizing losses and avoiding radiation loss, and consequently, the overall antenna radiation 
efficiency is enhanced. 
Recently, the SIW has proven to be useful for many RF circuits/antennas designed for 
microwave/mm-wave applications [19-25]. The SIW is constructed entirely by copper- plating 
through vias, and it is fabricated by a standard Printed Circuit Board (PCB) technique.  Both the SIW 
and the DRA are low cost/loss structures (high Q-factors); therefore they are an excellent candidate 
for mm-wave applications when combined together. The primary objective of this research is to 
explore, analyze, and design a low cost substrate integrated waveguide integrated planar antennas, 
such as SIW Integrated DRA (SIW-DRA) for microwave and mm-wave applications.  
1.3 Proposed Work and Thesis Outline 
The objective of this thesis is to investigate the characterization, modeling, and design aspects of 
low cost high gain/radiation efficiency DRA arrays based on the planar waveguide technology. A 
prime focus in this research is implementing   new planar antenna technology using an integrated 
low cost DRA technology. By utilizing this novel technology, other high Q-factor RF circuits in the 
front ends such as phase shifters can be integrated easily in the same antenna substrates. This antenna 
system can be used for emerging mm-wave communication systems such as a 60 GHz high data rate 
wireless network, automotive radar and proximity sensor applications at 24 GHz, 35 GHz, and 77 
GHz. More specifically, the main objective of this research is to explore the concept of low cost 
technology SIW-based DRA system with enhanced radiation efficiency. The proposed research is 
focused on the following two inter-related topics: 
a. Millimeter-Wave High Radiation Efficiency SIW Technology-Based Dielectric Resonator 
Antenna (DRA) single element: Analysis, Design, and Fabrication  
The SIW is utilized as a novel low loss feeding mechanism for the Dielectric Resonator Antenna 
(DRA) made of low cost materials that are available commercially. The DRA is designed to resonate 
in its fundamental mode for radiation at the mm-wave frequency band.   
In the proposed antenna design, a Rectangular Dielectric Resonator Antenna (RDRA) is excited by 
the SIW fundamental mode, TE10, through a narrow transverse/longitudinal slot. The initial design 
parameters are based on the waveguide theory; however, due to the RDRA loading effect, and the 
SIW’s periodic nature, these values deviate from the more accurate ones obtained from rigorous 
computational simulations. Therefore, a parametric study has been conducted to study the impact of 
these parameters on the coupling between DRA and the coupling slot. The proposed antennas have 
been fabricated by using a novel fabrication technique, which is compatible with the multi-layer PCB 
low cost technology. The board is treated as a multi-layer PCB with two dielectric layers 
compromising the SIW layer, and the RDRA elements, respectively. The fabricated prototypes are 
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tested to demonstrate their validity for real high radiation efficiency needed for mm-wave 
applications. Ultimately, the SIW technology can be combined with other planar antennas such as 
MPAs to enhance their overall radiation efficiency which is often degraded by traditional planar 
feeding schemes.  
b. High Gain/Radiation Efficiency Millimeter-Wave SIW Technology-Based DRA Array: 
Modeling,  Design, and Fabrication   
In addition to the proposed design concept for the RDRA fed by a SIW single element, general 
design layouts for Standing Wave (SW) antenna arrays, SIW series-fed DRA, SIW corporate-fed 
DRA, and SIW hybrid-fed DRA configurations, with two different slot orientations, have been 
presented. Numerical full-wave solvers, such as HFSS have been used to analyze, optimized, and 
design these complicated antenna structures. However, they are time and memory consuming due to 
the huge generated mesh required to simulate these large structures. Therefore, a fast and efficient 
T.L. model based method has been developed for analysis and design optimization. This method is 
fast and efficient compared to the full-wave EM numerical solvers that have been used to study and 
design these antennas.   
In conclusion, this research comprises both theoretical and experimental investigations. The 
theoretical work addresses the theoretical aspects of the antenna (single element and arrays) 
modeling/design problem, which ultimately leads to a general methodology for optimal antenna 
designs in the mm-wave band. The developed antenna array T.L. model would allow antenna 
designers to optimize the antenna array structures for a given set of performance requirements and to 
have more physical insight into the SIW technology based antenna systems. This technology would 
contribute to the advancement of the mm-wave research and technology development by providing 
low cost, compact, and efficient RF-circuit and antenna systems in the range of the mm-wave band.  
The thesis includes five-chapters. In Chapter 2, the SIW based mm-wave state-of-art applications 
are introduced. Necessary background information on the DRs and how they can be useful as 
antennas, especially at mm-wave frequency band is introduced. Different types of shapes, and 
excitations including recent research work of the SIW integrated DRA are presented. Moreover, the 
SIW technology, its applications, modeling, and recent studies are outlined to emphasize the 
importance of using this structure at mm-wave frequencies. Finally, the SIW main propagation 
characteristics including the propagating modes, equivalent rectangular waveguide, losses, and band 
gap are provided. Moreover, the   SIW design considerations are also presented. In Chapter 3, the 
SIW-fed RDRA at the mm-wave frequency band is presented using two different configurations. In 
addition, the full-wave simulations and the experimental verification are presented. An extension for 
the SIW-fed RDRA to the array applications is presented in Chapter 4 including the modeling, design 
and fabrication. Finally, Chapter 5 provides the conclusion and future research.      
1.4   Publications 
The research work publications for this thesis are listed as follows:  
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Chapter 2 
Substrate Integrated Waveguide (SIW)-Based Microwave/Millimeter-
Wave Technologies: Review of State-of-Art 
2.1 Introduction  
Dielectric Resonator Antennas (DRAs) are resonant antennas, made of low-loss microwave 
dielectric material. They offer several attractive features such as a small size, and high radiation 
efficiency [8]. They are also compatible with Microwave Integrated Circuits (MIC), have an intrinsic 
mechanical simplicity and the ability to obtain different radiation patterns using different modes. 
Research interest on the DRAs, in the early 1990s, began to grow due to the potential of the DRAs to 
show several advantages over the traditional Microstrip Patch Antenna (MPA) [26]. As the system 
frequency increases, the inherent loss of the DRAs is kept at minimum level due to the absence of 
ohmic loss and surface wave compared to printed antennas.  
Different feeding schemes have been used for the DRA including the traditional planar feeding 
structures, such as microstrip line [27] and coplanar waveguide [28], but they become lossy due to 
conduction loss that dominates at mm-wave frequency band. Recently, Substrate Integrated 
Waveguide (SIW) [29] technology has provided many low cost and low loss RF-circuit and antenna 
components operating at mm-wave applications. Therefore, it is an excellent candidate feeding 
scheme for the DRA that minimizes conduction loss at mm-wave frequency band.  
In this chapter, a thorough investigation on the DRA and SIW technologies and their recent state 
of the art is presented, including the DRA shapes, traditional excitation schemes, and DRAs 
microwave/mm-wave recent applications. Furthermore, the SIW based RF-circuits and antennas 
applications, modeling, and design are introduced in this chapter to show the usefulness of the SIW 
technology, especially in mm-wave frequency band.       
2.1.1 DRAs Shapes   
The most common Dielectric Resonator Antenna (DRA) shapes are: cylindrical, rectangular, 
triangular, and hemispherical dielectric resonators, which made of low dielectric material permittivity 
εrd. The DRA resonant frequencies inside the DRA are affected by its material prosperities, shape, and 
size.  
The Cylindrical DRAs (CDRAs) are the most common known shape, because it has been 
extensively used in microwave circuits [30], and the analysis of their structures are well known. Due 
to its rotational symmetry, it lends itself to a Body of Revolution analysis (BOR) [31]. The CDRA’s 
resonant frequency depends only on the radius to its height ratio for a chosen dielectric permittivity 
εrd. This means that this ratio cannot be arbitrary, since the pattern shape depends on this value. This 
leaves one degree of freedom in the design. Furthermore, mode degeneracy in the cylindrical DRAs is 
present and can result in high cross-polarization levels [32]. The natural resonant frequencies of the 
circular dielectric disc as well as the near field distributions shows that the first four modes that have 
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low radiation quality factor (Q-factor) are TE01, TM01, HEM11, and HEM12 [33, 34]. Accordingly, they 
are the most radiating modes.  
The Rectangular DRA (RDRA) is an attractive shape for many applications, because it is simple 
and easy to fabricate. Also, it has two degrees of freedom for the frequency design and no degenerate 
modes. However, it is more difficult to analyze and design than the CDRA, because of its edge-sharp 
boundaries. Therefore, it has no closed form solution for Green’s Function. An approximate solution 
based on the Dielectric Waveguide (DWG) model is used to predict the resonance frequency inside 
the resonator [35]. The RDRA’s fundamental radiating mode is TE111 (also known as TEδ11), which 
radiates like a magnetic dipole. A more detailed analysis about this model will be covered in Chapter 
3.  
The Triangular Dielectric Resonator Antenna (TDRA) is considered to be the smallest for specific 
dielectric constant and the same operating frequency is compared to both the rectangular and 
cylindrical resonators [36]. However, it is advantageous in the DRA array design, since a large range 
for the spacing between elements is allowed.    
The hemispherical dielectric resonator antenna is easy to analyze, and it has a closed form for 
Green’s Function [37]. However, it is not attractive to antenna applications compared to cylindrical 
and rectangular shapes, because it has no degree of freedom and is difficult to fabricate in mm-wave 
frequency band.  
2.1.2 DRA Excitation Schemes  
The DRA is characterized among the other planar antennas in its compatibility with most of the 
planar/non-planar feeding schemes for different applications. Many different excitation methods have 
been used to couple energy to the DRA. The coaxial probe feed is an efficient and popular [31, 38] 
schemes. However, it adds large reactive components at high frequency, which degrades its 
efficiency. It is also sometimes difficult to drill the DRAs to make a hole.  
 
Figure 2.1 Layout of MSL aperture- coupled DRA. 
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The Microstrip Line (MSL) is popular in microwave circuits, and it has been used in a number of 
ways to feed the DRA [27, 39-43]. The MSL aperture coupled DRA in Figure 2.1 is a more 
compatible feeding scheme for the DRAs because the radiating element is isolated from the feeding 
circuit by the ground plane. This prevents any coupled radiation from the antenna to the MSL circuit 
causes unwanted reflection.  
The DRAs can also be easily tuned. However, this requires an accurate alignment between the slot 
and the DRAs, especially at high frequencies. The cross aperture and rectangular aperture slots have 
been used for the DRAs coupling. Cross aperture and rectangular aperture slots. The cross-slots 
shapes have been used to produce a Circular Polarized (CP) DRA [44]. Also, the MSL has been used 
as a conformal strip to excite the DRAs. The conformal strip feed method is relatively new and has 
been used to feed both cylindrical [47], and hemispherical [48] shaped DRAs. The feeding strip is cut 
from an adhesive conducting tape, which is attached directly to the surface of DRA such that it 
excites the desired mode. Two conducting strips can be used to excite DRA differentially, as shown 
in Figure 2.2, and for common mode interference suppression [16] to increase the signal- to- noise 
ratio.  
 
Figure 2.2 DRA fed differentially using two conformal strip lines [16]. 
Another example of a planar circuit fed DRA is the Coplanar Waveguide (CPW) [28, 45, and 46]. 
The CPW is currently used in microwave circuits for ease of fabrication and compatibility with solid 
state devices. Moreover, due to the low loss and less dipressive nature of CPW line, the CPW has 
emerged as an attractive feeding structure compared to traditional feeding structures. In addition, the 
CPW feed is particularly suitable for mm-wave applications due to its reduced surface wave 
excitation in the electrically thick substrate, compared to microstrip feed. 
The four common CPW fed RDRA configurations as shown in Figure 2.3, are the open ended 
CPW, the CPW with inductive coupling slot [47], the CPW capacitive and the square feed 
configurations. The offset distance from the RDRA center to the open-ended slot center was used to 
detune the input impedance [48]. A square loop feed configuration showed particular attractive over 
other that were attractive configurations[46] because of  its considerably small area that can be 
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designed on a low permittivity substrate and is completely enclosed within the DRA area for effective 
coupling. A Conductor Backed Coplanar Waveguide (CB-CPW) was experimentally studied as a new 
proposed structure to excite the RDRA. It has offered a high gain, broadband, better cross 
polarization performance [49], and it could be a possible solution to the antenna integration for 
System in Package (SIP) [50]. A CPW-fed Dielectric Resonator Above Patch (DRAP) [9] fabricated 
by micromachining technology was proposed to align and bond a small DRA with a feed slot at mm-
wave frequency of 60 GHz for broadband wireless applications.   
 
Figure 2.3 CPW fed RDRA configurations [46]: (a) open ended CPW, (b) square CPW, (c) capacitive 
coupling CPW, and (d) Inductive coupling CPW. 
 
Figure 2.4 DIG fed RDRA configuration [53]. 
The aforementioned planar feeding schemes losses become considerable at microwave and mm-
wave frequencies due to the metallic loss. The Dielectric Image Guide (DIG) is a relatively low loss 
feeding structure, and it eliminates the conductor losses, when used to feed the DRA [51-53]. In this 
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case, the DRA has to be positioned properly as shown in Figure 2.4, in order to couple with the DIG 
excited mode. However, the DIG suffers from radiation losses, since the excitation fields are not 
confined within the guiding structure causing radiation efficiency degradation. Also, a transition to 
the Rectangular Waveguide (RWG) is needed to couple the power to the DIG which adds more loss 
to the antenna system.     
Lastly, RWG is another attractive and low loss feeding structure for the DRA [54-58]. The DRA’s 
radiating mode was excited by the RWG through a narrow slot cut in the ground plane [54, 55], or 
probe feed [59, 60], as shown in Figure 2.5. Both the slot and the probe are excited by the RWG 
fundamental TE10 mode. A proper choice of the slot/probe’s length and position with respect to the 
waveguide and DRA can achieve a wide impedance bandwidth.  
The RWG is an excellent shielding facility as a guiding structure between the exterior and interior, 
which avoids feeding line radiation loss due to its metallic walls,  but it is expensive to fabricate, and 
not compatible with planar circuits. Furthermore, the transitions from the RWG to the planar circuits 
are lossy at the mm-wave frequency band.    
Recently, a novel-feeding scheme, based on the Substrate Integrated Waveguide (SIW) technique, 
attracts lots of attention for its advantages such as high Q-factor, high integration, and low cost [61]. 
The SIW is a synthetic RWG in the planar form that is formed by using copper-plating through vias 
to mimic the RWG side walls. The SIW can be connected to another planar circuit, such as the MSL 
and the CPW within the same circuit by using very low loss planar transitions[62, 63], as we will 
discuss later, owing to these advantages the SIW is a good feeding structure candidate for the DRA. A 
Few research papers have been published on that subject, as described in Section 2.3.4. 
 
                                                         (a)                                                                   (b)                                                        
Figure 2.5 RWG fed-DRA using probe feed [60](a) H-plane arrangement, (b) E-plane arrangement. 
2.1.3 DRAs for Microwave/Millimeter-Wave Applications and Recent Work 
The DRA have higher radiation efficiency than the printed antenna at a high frequency due to the 
absence of ohmic loss and surface waves. They are also compact size, light weight, and low cost. 
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Significant progress has been made in various DRA technology aspects over the last three decades as 
evidenced by the more than 800 publications as shown in Figure 2.6, and over two dozen issued 
patents [64]. 
The practical range of frequencies over which the DRA operates is determined by various factors. 
At low frequencies, the physical properties of antenna are often the limiting factors, meanwhile at 
higher frequencies; it is the mechanical tolerance and electrical losses that normally dominate the 
antenna design. The DRA is characterized by its maximum dimension (L) that is related to the free-





∝ , where εrd is the dielectric 
constant of the DRA. The radiation efficiency of the DRA is not significantly affected by εrd. 
Therefore, a wide range of values can be used (2< εrd < 140) [64]. However, the bandwidth of the 
DRA is inversely related to εrd , and it may limit the DRA material choice. There are many published 
designs of DRAs operating from 1-40 GHz, with dimensions ranging from a few centimeters down to 
a few millimeters, and dielectric constants ranging approximately from 2< εrd < 100.                 
 
Figure 2.6 DRA publications [64]. 
These publications involved designing the DRA for specific applications, including the integration 
into mobile handsets for PCS, IMT-2000, and WLAN applications, and the use in cellular base-
station antennas. UWB applications, radar, and breast cancer imaging, and the use in all dielectric 
wireless receivers have been reported. Research in the DRA within the microwave/mm-wave 
frequency band involves the following: low profile and compact designs [36, 65-67], wideband 
designs [68-73], ultra-wide band designs [68-70], circular-polarization [44, 71-74], gain enhancement 
[75-80], reconfigurable designs [81-85], arrays [40, 86-89], and micro-machined DRAs [9, 90]. Most 
of the DRA designs for mm-wave applications presented are based on traditional multi-conductor 
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feeding structures, such as the MSL and the CPW, which suffer from conduction loss, degrading the 
overall DRA efficiency. 
2.1.4 SIW for Microwave/Millimeter-Wave Applications and Recent Work 
2.1.4.1 Substrate Integrated Circuits (SICs) Technology  
The classical waveguide technology, such as the metallic RWG is still the mainstream for 
designing high-performance mm-wave systems. However, this technology is not suitable for low-cost 
mass-production. Furthermore, the integration with the planar circuits becomes a real problem for 
manufactures. These challenging problems are usually encountered in the design low loss ICs, for 
example the high Q-filters and duplexers.  
Subsequently, the concept of a new generation of high-frequency integrated circuits called 
Substrate Integrated Circuits (SIC) has been developed [61]. This technology allows the integration of 
the planar and non-planar circuits to be integrated in single substrate and/or multi-layer platform. The 
non-planar waveguides are synthesized in planar forms. Therefore, almost of all the kinds of 
dielectric-based waveguides can be synthesized by simply using air-filled and metalized-holes with 
SIC technology. The resulting structure on the substrate will be a planar waveguide, which has much 
better loss characteristics than their planar counterparts. Furthermore, efficient planar wideband 
transitions [63, 91] can be used to connect the embedded waveguide to other planar RF-circuits. 
Figure 2.7 shows different non-planar waveguide that can be synthesized using SICs technology. The 
recently developed SIC platforms are Substrate Integrated Waveguide (SIW) [92], the Substrate 
Integrated Slab Waveguide (SISW) [93], the Substrate Integrated NRD (SINRD) guide [94-96], and 
Substrate Integrated Image Guide (SIIG) [97]. The SIW is considered to be the most popular as it is 
easy to model using its equivalent RWG, and easy to fabricate.      
The Substrate Integrated Waveguide (SIW), also called post wall or laminated waveguide, is a 
promising candidate for mm-wave and terahertz applications [98]. The SIW is a periodic guiding 
structure, as shown in Figure 2.8, and is composed of two rows of conducting cylinders (vias) 
separated by W. Each via has a diameter Dvia and a guiding periodic length b embedded in the 
dielectric substrate εrs with thickness of h that connects two parallel metal plates. The SIW is a 
synthetic metallic RWG of equivalent width weff filled with dielectric material in planar form. More 
details about the SIW modeling, design rules, and loss mechanisms to minimize the loss inside this 
guide will be presented in Chapter 3. The SIW is considered to be a low loss and low cost technology 
for mm-wave applications. Therefore, many applications including interconnects, filters, diplexers, 
couplers, oscillators, phase shifters, and antennas have been presented for front mm-wave systems. A 
modified compact SIW structure called the Half Mode SIW (HMSIW), which has a better attenuation 
loss performance has been presented in [99] for mm-wave applications. Its size is nearly half of the 
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Figure 2.7 Topologies of different non-planar SIC structures[61],(a) Substrate Integrated wave guide 
(SIW),(b)Substrate Integrated Slab Waveguide (SISW),(c)Substrate Integrated Non-Radiating 
Dielectric (SINRD) Guide,(d)Substrate Integrated Image Dielectric Guide (SIID),(e)Substrate 
Integrated Inset Dielectric Guide (SIINDG),(f) Substrate Integrated Insular Guide (SIIG).   
2.1.4.2 Interconnects, Couplers, Power Splitters Based on SIW Technology     
As the frequency continues to rise in the microwave/mm-wave above 3 GHz, the problem with 
signal integrity, cross coupling and radiation become increasingly difficult to overcome. The 
experimental and computational study reported by [103] showed that the SIW interconnects can 
achieve 100% bandwidth via optimal excitation of the dominant mode TE10 and avoidance of the 
excitation of the TE20 mode. Also, it maintains the same relative bandwidth while transmitting around 
45° and 90° dB bends, and achieves measured cross talk of better than -30 dB over the entire pass 
band. Furthermore, the SIW interconnects can handle medium average power with an extremely high 
peak power over the microwave/mm-wave frequency band [104]. To increase the channel capacity of 
the SIW interconnects based systems, the multi-mode signal transmission concept has been proposed 
in [105]. Two orthogonal excited modes, TE10, and TE20, of the SIW have been used to form two 




Figure 2.8 Substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) configuration and its modeled parameters [61]. 
 
                                                          (a)                                                (b)                                                            
Figure 2.9 The structure of (a) SIW, (b) HMSIW [99]. 
Due to the similarity between the SIW and metallic RWG structures in their propagation 
characteristics, the SIW couplers[106, 107] and power splitters[108, 109] have been integrated and 
designed by the equivalent RWG concept, and fabricated in a planar form by a standard low cost PCB 
technique.                         
2.1.4.3 Resonators and Filters Based on SIW Technology     
The analysis of the SIW cavity has been studied numerically by using FDFD [110], and it has been 
proven that the leakage from the via gaps can be neglected and the SIW cavity with a high Q can be 
obtained easily. A low cost and high Q- factor resonator, which is an essential part in microwave and 
mm-wave SIW filters and oscillators, has been reported in[111, 112]. Different coupling methods 
between the SIW cavity and the planar circuit have been proposed in [111], such as the MSL, the 
CPW, or voltage probe. A cylindrical SIW resonator has been designed using LTCC technology [113] 
to enhance the resonator’s Q-factor. The resonator is implemented by replacing the vertical metallic 
walls by closely spaced via posts.  
Recently, the SIW filters attracted much more attention due to its low cost, low loss and easy 
fabrication; therefore a variety of filter topologies has been proposed. A simple SIW- filter with an 
inductive-post operating at 28 GHz has been presented [114]. The measured insertion loss of the three 
poles in the Chebyshev filter was 1dB and the return loss better than 17 dB. A band pass filter with an 
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iris operating at 60 GHz [115] was designed and fabricated. It was integrated in an alumina substrate 
with a measured insertion loss was 3 dB.  Also, cavity filters with circular [116] and rectangular 
shapes [117] have been developed. They allow a better design flexibility and show higher selectivity. 
Elliptical filters with four cavities operating in the C-band have been implemented [118] in a two-
layer substrate. In this design, the coupling between the cavities in the same layer was controlled by 
metallic vias. The coupling between cavities in different layers is controlled by the aperture sizes 
integrated on the layer interface. The SIW integrated electromagnetic band-gap structure in the 
ground plane allows for super-wide band-pass filters as presented in [119] covering the frequency 
range of 8.5-16.50 GHz.            
 
                                  (a)                                                 (b)                                              (c)     
Figure 2.10 Oscillator circuits in SIW technology [120] (a) Feedback oscillator, (b) Reflection 
oscillator, and (c) Push-push reflection oscillator.    
2.1.4.4 Active Circuits Based on SIW Technology 
Compared to the reported development in the SIW-based passive circuits, the implementation of 
active circuits has received less attention [120]. Most of the active circuits, such as the oscillator, the 
amplifier circuits, and the mixers consist of embedding active devices in passive SIW circuits and 
interconnects for low fabrication cost, low loss and high isolation applications. In the microwave/mm-
wave frequency range, the SIW cavity resonator is used in the oscillator in three different 
configurations as shown in Figure 2.10. The first reported SIW-oscillator used a rectangular SIW 
cavity placed in the feedback path between the input and output of an amplifier circuit at 12 GHz 
[121]. Utilizing the SIW technology improves the oscillator phase noise due to its high unloaded Q-
factor, and providing good tuning bandwidths, while maintaining a high Q-factor.        
Also, frequency conversion circuits, and mixers, have been integrated by coupling active devices 
to passive circuits implemented using the SIW technology. A X-band single balanced mixer using a 
90o hybrid has been proposed [122] in 24 GHz automotive radar system-on-package. The mixer 
showed a 6.70 dB conversion loss at a RF signal of a 24.1 GHz, when the Local Oscillator (LO) 
signal was applied at 22.60 GHz. The mixer return loss was better than -10 dB over the frequency 
band of 23-26 GHz band, and the radio Intermediate Frequency (IF) isolation was better than 17 dB 
within the 24-24.25 GHz Industrial Scientific and Medical band of interest for continuous wave radar 
applications.   
The first amplifier integrated in the SIW in X-band was presented in [123] demonstrating a 9dB 
gain and less than a 2 dB ripple over the entire band. The active device was coupled directly to the 
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input and output eliminating the use of the SIW to MSL transition, as shown in Figure 2.11. Also, the 
SIW structures have also been proposed in designing a bias network for a power amplifier [124], and 
that would replace the typical bias network based on MSL technology, which may not be able to 
support DC currents. Alternatively, the SIW supports very large DC currents and suppresses the 
second and third harmonic components.       
 
Figure 2.11 Configuration of amplifier embedded SIW [123].        
2.1.4.5 Phase Shifters Based on SIW Technology   
Phase shifters are extremely useful microwave components and have been used in many 
applications, such as wireless communication systems, and radar systems, measurements. However, 
the most important application of the phase shifter is phased arrays. Less work has been done on 
implementing phase shifters using SIW technology, especially at the mm-wave frequency band.  
The proposed research work that has been conducted on the SIW phase shifter can be classified 
into different categories: fixed devices and variable devices. In fixed devices, the desired phase 
variation is obtained by employing SIWs of different widths [125, 126], inductive posts [127], or 
inserting a ferrite toroid into the SIW substrate [128]. As an alternative, a broadband compensating 
phase shifter using delay lines and equal-length and unequal-width in Figure 2.12 has been presented 
in [129]. The features of this phase shifter have been experimentally demonstrated by providing 
design examples. The 90° phase shifter design showed an amplitude and phase imbalance of 0.2 dB 
and ± 2.5°, respectively, within the frequency band of 25.11- 39.79 GHz. 
 
(a)                                                      (b) 
Figure 2.12 Configuration compensating phase shifter [129], (a) Solid wall model, (b) Real SIW 




However, in variable devices, the phase variation is obtained by variable/switching RF-
components controlled by biasing circuits. A SIW reflective-type phase shifter operating in Ku-band 
[130] allows a controlled continuous phase shift by using reactive variable loads to a SIW quadrature 
hybrid junction. The load in Figure 2.13 is a transverse slot, cut on the SIW broad wall loaded by a 
varactor diode. A two-cascaded loaded slot reflective load was fabricated and measured. This had a 
nearly 360° differential phase shift was achieved, within the biasing control voltage range of 0-20 
volts. Also, the reported measured losses were in the order of 6dB.              
 
(a)                                                      (b) 
Figure 2.13 Varactor loaded slot layout [130]: (a) top view, (b) cross-section view.   
2.1.4.6 Antennas, and Subsystems Based on SIW Technology   
Recently, there has been a growing interest in SIW-based antennas where the SIW has been either 
used as the main feeding scheme [131, 132], or as a backed cavity to the radiator [133, 134]. The 
classical SIW antenna [135] known as a slotted-waveguide antenna, is formed by etching longitudinal 
slot in the top metal surface of the SIW. The SIW-leaky-wave [131] antenna generates radiation 
leakage when the longitudinal spacing between the vias is sufficiently large. In a different topology, 
the SIW-Vivaldi radiator has been presented in [132]. It consists of dual V-type linearly tapered slot 
antenna, with center frequency at 36 GHz. The antenna was fabricated by using PCB technology, and 
the measured gain was 10.6 dB. Cavity-Backed SIW (CB-SIW) antennas have been developed and 
tested, and the simplest design structure is presented in [134]. It consists of a slotted waveguide cavity 
fed by a coplanar waveguide. Another design that uses SIW-cavities for a 2×2 metal patch antenna 
array at Ku-band has been presented in [133]. The cavities are formed by using metal vias, and the 
patches are excited by using MSLs that are centrally fed by a coaxial probe.  
An extensive effort has been devoted in the development of multi-beam and scanned antennas 
using SIW technology, which in sequence required a beam forming network to achieve the desired 
distribution of amplitude and phase coefficients among the network outputs. A SIW multi-beam 
antenna based on the parabolic reflector principle has been implemented at 37.50 GHz [136]. 
The parabolic antenna was realized in planar form as shown in Figure 2.14, using metallic vias, 
and a beam forming network has seven input ports to generate the corresponding number of output 
beams. Another attractive and common solution is to implement a beam forming network is the 
Rotman lens. It was implemented in the SIW [25] at 28 GHz with seven inputs, which generated the 
same number of beams for a nine SIW linear slot array. Furthermore, the 2D solid angle with multiple 
beams was generated by grouping several antennas together in different ways. There is also the Butler 
matrix [137], which has been implemented in many planar technologies. It is an attractive solution for 
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a beam forming network implemented using SIW technology, since it can be built on a standard 
single-layer printed circuit board. The components needed in the feeding network are a 90° hybrid 
coupler, cross coupler, phase shifter, and a power splitter implemented in SIW form. The measured 
results for an 8-port network present an insertion and reflection loss below 2.5 dB, and -25 dB, 
respectively over an operating frequency of 58-62 GHz.   
 
                 Figure 2.14 The geometry of the printed SIW parabolic reflector [136].        
2.1.5 SIW to Planar RF-Circuit Transitions  
The transition between the SIW and the planar circuits, such as MSL, CPW, or SL circuits can be 
built on the same substrate. The MSL and CPW transitions are used to excite the TE10 waveguide 
mode, while the TE01 is excited by the SL. The first transition that has been presented involved a MSL 
[92]. A taper MSL transition as shown in Figure 2.15 a, is used to gradually match the quasi-TEM 
mode to the waveguide mode. Design equations for the MSL to SIW transition has been derived using 
curve fitting technique and presented in [138]. These equations relate the optimum MSL width to the 
SIW width showing low loss and wide bandwidth performance. However, the low thickness substrate 
causes noticeable conduction loss in the waveguide section. To minimize conduction loss, the 
waveguide substrate must be increased. Accordingly, the radiation loss increases in the MSL that is 
not recommended for the integrations of active devices at mm-wave frequencies.    
The simplest form of the SIW to CPW transition [139] is shown in Figure 2.15b. It consists of a 
CPW with a 90° bend on each slot. A stub was on the CPW to match the transition. This transition 
has a limited bandwidth a 7% at a 15 dB return loss and an insertion loss of better than 3.20 dB at 25 
GHz. Different transition designs have been proposed to match the structure’s two modes, to enhance 
operating bandwidth, and to minimize the insertion loss. In [140], a current probe (inductive post) is 
used to couple the power between the CPW and the SIW. The experimental results showed a wider 
bandwidth of 10% and insertion loss less than 0.73 dB over the bandwidth of interest. An Ultra-
wideband SIW to CPW transitions have been achieved within the entire Ka-band by gradual mode 
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matching as presented in [62], and by using linear taper transition as presented in [91] with a 
minimum insertion loss of 0.7 dB, and a wideband width of 70 % at 10 dB return loss.                   
 
(a)                                                      (b) 
Figure 2.15 Integrated transitions from planar circuits to SIW guiding structure [61] (a) MSL, (b) 
CPW. 
 
Figure 2.16 Configuration of a 2-layer SIW to CPW back-to back transition [63]. 
Alternatively, the SIW to MSL transition in a multi-layer substrate [63] has been proposed to 
achieve a broadband response and minimize the radiation and conduction losses. It makes the use of 
tapered ridged SIW and the tapered MSL to provide both the impedance and field matching, as shown 
in Figure 2.16. The proposed transition showed an effective bandwidth of 14.50 % at a 15 dB return 
loss, and an insertion loss of 1.50 dB within the operating mm-wave band. 
Several types of transitions between the coaxial (COAX) line and the RWG have been reported in 
[143-145] including their analysis and designs. However, the manufacturing reliability and the 
frequency characterization are not discussed for the mm-wave frequency band. A developed transition 
between the COAX and the SIW has been presented in [141]. Figure 2.17 shows the proposed 
transition with different configurations. An open ended structure in Figure 2.17a [143, 145] is 
characterized by its inner conductor suspended in the middle of the dielectric substrate. A wide 
bandwidth input impedance can be is controlled by changing the distance h and the short circuit 
position. Figure 2.17b shows the conventional short-ended structure [144], which is easy in 
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metallization. However, it presents a high input impedance, causing a narrow bandwidth even the 
though addition posts may be used to suppress reflections. The wide bandwidth transitions are 
obtained by either the stepped structure [146] in Figure 2.17c, or the taper-stepped structure [141] in 
Figure 2.17d. They lower the input impedance and widen the matching bandwidth to the COAX. 
Precise manufacturing and metallization of the inner conductor is needed though. The experimental 
results show that the transitions in Figure 2.17c, 2.17d provide impedance bandwidths of 14.7% and 
13.2 %, respectively for a reflection coefficient less than -15 dB.  
 
Figure 2.17 Transition between coaxial line (COAX) and SIW (posted vias are replaced with 
conducting walls)[141]. 
2.1.6 DRA Based on SIW Technology (SIW-Fed DRA) 
The SIW has been presented as a feeding scheme for the CDRA in [102, 142] through a narrow 
slot cut on the SIW broad-wall. The slot was used to couple the power from the SIW to the CDRA. In 
[142], the CDRA TM110 mode is excited by the SIW-full structure at 18 GHz as shown in Figure 
2.18a. Extensive full-wave simulations have been performed to optimize the antenna performance, 
and the designed antenna showed a linear polarized radiation pattern (simulated) with a boresight gain 
of 6 dB over an operating bandwidth (measured) of 17.90-18.20 GHz. However, neither the measured 
radiation pattern nor the radiation efficiency was reported.  
A Similar design has been presented in [102] for 60 GHz applications, except that the HEM11δ  
mode is excited by a Half-Mode SIW (HMSIW) structure to have the compact design as shown in 
Figure 2.18b. The measured gain was 5.5 dB at 60 GHz and the radiation efficiency was between 80 
%-90% over an operating frequency band of 24.2 %.  However, the gain showed by a single CDRA 
element is quite low (less than 6 dB). Therefore the antenna arrays based SIW technology are an 
excellent candidate for high gain/radiation efficiency mm-wave applications. In this thesis, the design, 
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modeling, and experimental aspects of DRA arrays were based on the SIW technology, which to our 
knowledge have not been addressed before.    
 
                                              (a)                                                      (b)                                                                             
Figure 2.18 SIW-fed CDRA, (a) using full SIW structure [142], (b) using HMSIW structure [102]. 
2.1.7 SIW-based components: Full-wave Simulations, and Fabrication 
Technologies  
Currently, the tools for antenna designers are available for designing specific components such as 
the antenna element, very small sub-arrays or very small feed network. There is commercial software 
based on the Method of Moment (MOM), such as the Agilent Advanced Design System (ADS)[148], 
which can be used for the planar element or feed design of the sub-array with a few elements. There 
is also the software based on the Finite Element Method (FEM), such as Ansoft High Frequency 
Software Simulator (HFSS) [149], which can be used for a variety of designs. However, such full-
wave solvers might fail in many cases (designs) due to the limited computational resources (CPU 
time and memory), especially when the periodic structures and large arrays including their feeds need 
to be simulated. 
Only small subsections of the overall structure (arrays) can be simulated, and the antenna 
designers need to rely on his knowledge and experience to determine the configuration of the overall 
system.  
Sometimes, full-wave solvers fail to give physical insight into the important design parameters 
effect, and they do not help RF/antenna designers in obtaining the optimal configuration for a set of 
physical requirements. Figure 2.19 shows the typical process needed by RF/antenna designers for RF 
front-end system development [147]. This process ignores the mutual coupling between the antenna 
elements, especially for non-planar antennas. Moreover, optimizing the overall antenna system using 
this process is considered to be time and memory consuming. Therefore, developing a coarse model 
that would expedite the design process and helps the designers to have more physical insight about 





Figure 2.19 Typical design process using full-wave solver, (a) Sub-array design technique, (b) Front-
end design [147].    
The implementation and the development of the SIW structures are limited by the fabrication 
technologies available, especially in the mm-wave frequency band higher than 60 GHz [120]. Due to 
the low fabrication cost and high design flexibility, PCB techniques have been widely used to 
implement the SIW structures. It also allows the integration of a planar passive circuit as well as an 
active circuit to the same substrate. In this case, metal holes are created either by micro-drilling or by 
laser cutting. The metallization is performed by using a conductive paste or metal plating [114]. 
As the frequency increases, some technological limitations arise that prevent the separation 
between the vias from going below a certain value. However, a solution has been proposed in [150], 
where the vias are replaced by metalized slots in a SIW circuit operating at 94 GHz as shown in 
Figure 2.20. The LTCC technology allows for extremely compact SIW components, such as filters to 
be integrated [151, 152]. In these structures, several SIW resonator layers are vertically stacked with 
the help of a tiny dimension of via holes. 
The SIW components operating above 100 GHz were fabricated using photo-imageable thick film 
materials that have an excellent tolerance and dielectric loss [153]. The fabrication process is 
summarized as follows: first, a uniform metal layer is printed on an alumina substrate, to form the 
bottom wall of the waveguide. Then, a 10 μm dielectric layer is printed and photo-imaged, forming 
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the trenches required for the waveguide side walls. This step is repeated to achieve the required 
thickness of the SIW structure. Finally, a conductor layer is printed and photo-imaged to form the 
upper wall of the waveguides. After printing and imaging, each layer is dried and fired prior to the 
subsequent layers. The SIW filter operating at 180 GHz is fabricated by using this technology, and 
was designed, and experimentally verified [153].           
 
Figure 2.20 Geometrical view and description of the proposed W-band SIW transmission line [150]. 
2.1.8 Substrate Integrated Waveguide (SIW), Analysis and Modeling 
2.1.8.1 Proposed Analysis Methods and models for Substrate Integrated Waveguide 
(SIW)  
The SIW modeling and characterization has been presented using different analysis techniques, 
which are classified by reference [19] into three groups. The first group used the solution of the 
transcendental equations [ ] 0 )F(etd =γ generated from the Method of Moments (MOM) [154, 155] to 
calculate the unknown currents on the conducting cylinders. The Floquet-Bloch theorem is used to 
restrict the computational domain to such currents within one period. These techniques are versatile 
and simple to implement. However, their convergence is slow.  
The second group used the classical eigenvalue formulations [ ] x  xF γ= , derived from a full-wave 
analysis [20, 21, and 156]. These numerical methods are used to calculate the transmission matrix of 
one period. Then, the modes propagation constants in the waveguide are obtained by applying the 
Floquet-Bloch theorem. The main disadvantage of such method is the difficulty in calculating the 
attenuation constant due to leakage.  
The third group used the surface impedance concept in their analysis [157, 158] to model the rows 
of vias by two complex impedance walls. In this method, the transverse resonance method [157], or 
an iterative technique [158] are used to calculate the SIW propagation constant. Modeling the SIW 
using the surface impedance is simple; however, it is limited to certain regular geometries. In [19], the 
surface impedance’s concept has been developed to provide a fast and accurate method to calculate 
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the complex propagation constant in the SIW. The plane wave scattering from the rows of vias is 
calculated numerically by MOM, and is used to calculate the SIW surface impedance. Also, useful 
design rules have been proposed.               
 
Figure 2.21 Wave guide structures (a) SIW 3D view, (b) TE10 Surface currents distribution of the 
Rectangular Waveguide with slot in narrow walls [29]. 
2.1.8.2 SIW characterizations 
Figure 2.21a shows a typical SIW structure that is synthesized with a linear array of metallic via-
holes with diameter d, a periodic length s on a low loss material substrate of permittivity εrs and the 
effective SIW width w. Although the SIW structure has similar properties as the conventional 
rectangular waveguides, it has different characteristics. The SIW is a periodic guided wave structure; 
therefore; it may lead to the electromagnetic band gap phenomenon. Also, the SIW structures are 
subjected to a potential leakage problem due to the periodic gaps. Therefore, the wave traveling in 
SIW structure has different characteristics from those of the conventional rectangular waveguide.            
2.1.8.3 Propagating Modes in SIW structure 
The SIW characteristics have been studied numerically by using Finite Difference Frequency 
Domain (FDFD) [29]. It has been found that the TM modes cannot be formed inside the SIW 
structure. Moreover, only the TEn0 modes can exist in the SIW structure. Hence, the SIW can be 
considered to be a rectangular waveguide with a series of slots on the narrow walls as shown in 
Figure 2.21b. These slots form physical discontinuities, which prevent the z-directed currents to 
circulate. All of those modes having a y-directed magnetic field, TE0n, TEmn, and TMmn present 
significant leakage loss if excited, whereas in the TEn0 modes the slots do not cut the surface currents 
on the narrow walls as shown in Figure  2.21b for the TE10 case. Consequently, the mode exists inside 
the waveguide. This means that the vias not only play a role in shielding the electromagnetic waves, 




2.1.8.4 Substrate Integrated Waveguide (SIW) and its Equivalent Rectangular 
Waveguide (RWG) 
As the propagation characteristics of the SIW and the conventional RWG are similar, the SIW can 
be completely analyzed as a RWG with a modified width provided that the spacing between the posts 
is sufficiently small. Namely, as 
s
w  become larger or 
d
s  become smaller, the leaky wave radiating 
wave from gapes between metallic vias decreases and the SIW guiding wave property appears to be 
more similar to the equivalent waveguide. A correspondence between the cutoff frequencies of TE10-
like and TE20 -like modes of SIW, with respect to the diameter d and the width w are evaluated by 
using Boundary Integral-Resonant Mode Expansion (BI-RME) method[156], and the cutoff 
frequencies of both TE10  and TE20  modes of the SIW are represented by: 
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Experiments and simulations results based on measuring the phase difference of the two guided wave 
length and comparing the first two modes of the SIW with those of an equivalent RWG filled with the 
same dielectric material as shown in Figure 2.22, have proven that the dispersion characteristics of the 






RWG −=          (2.3) 
Provided that the separation, s, is sufficiently small, a more accurate empirical equation was proposed 
to take the 
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More detailed analyses have been carried out in [159] using the 3D Finite Element Method (FEM) 
package at nearly all microwave and mm-wave bands. The simulated results showed that the SIW 
insertion loss and its equivalent rectangular waveguide agreed well. However, some discrepancies 
between the characteristics of the SIW and those of the rectangular waveguide with the same effective 
width of the SIW have been observed. A derived empirical equation has been introduced using the 
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The dispersion characteristics of the SIW higher order modes are also similar to its equivalent 
RWG counterpart. However, there is a small difference in the equivalent width wRWG between the 
higher-order modes and the fundamental mode [21,141].  
2.1.8.5 Loss in Substrate Integrated Waveguide (SIW)   
The overall performance of the SIW structure is affected by three types of losses, metallic loss 
( lα ), dielectric loss ( dα ), and leakage loss ( lα ). The overall losses are described by the following 
relation: 
cdl αααα ++=          (2.6) 
The loss performance of the SIW has been analyzed in [160] at 30 GHz for different via diameter, d 
(mm), and via spacing, s (mm) combinations. Figure 2.23a shows the attenuation constant due to the 
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radiation losses αl, and it indicates that the losses increase when the vias become smaller and father 
apart. If the period length, s, increases, part of the EM energy may propagate outside the two arrays of 
cylinders; thus resulting in leakage loss (radiation). This loss arises in the form of coupling between 
the waveguide TE10 mode and the parallel-plate modes [19]. In particular, it was noticed that the 
attenuation constant αl is smaller than 1dB/m if the ratio 5.2d
s
≤ [160].  
Assuming w is chosen for a given cutoff frequency of the TE10 mode, the dielectric and conduction 
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Where 
λ
πμεω 2ko ==  is the wave number of the material filing the waveguide, and β is the 






=  is the cut off wave number, δtan  represents the 








μη =  , cλ  is the 10TE  cut off wave length , and σ  is the 
conductivity of the metal . It has been shown by [19] that the dielectric substrates which have a 
relative permittivity between 2 and 13 can be used in the design of the SIW components within the 
frequency range of 10-300 GHz, with a dielectric loss factor of 310− - 410− . The conductor loss is 
determined by the total loss in SIW via walls, which includes the top / bottom solid metallic 
conductor and periodic via walls. SIW circuits are usually covered with copper having 
conductivity 7105×=σ with magnitude of the dielectric and the conducting losses range is 410− -
310− m/Np . Therefore, this feature makes the SIW structure an interesting practical low cost 
structure for this frequency range if its dimensions are chosen properly to minimize the losses.  
Also, the conduction losses due to the finite conductivity of the metal, and the dielectric losses 
versus the via diameter and spacing is shown in Figure 2.23b, and 2.23c, respectively. It is noticed 
that the former decreases when the metal vias are large and closely spaced, and the latter is slightly 
affected by the vias diameter and spacing. In general, to keep the overall losses at minimum level, 














Figure 2.23 Attenuation constant (dB/m) of the SIW excited by TE10 mode versus the via diameter 
D(mm) and  via spacing S (mm)[160] (a) due to leakage (radiation), αl, (b) due to ohmic losses, αc, (c) 
due to dielectric losses, αd. 
The losses in the SIW structure were compared to these of traditional multi-conductor structures, 
such as the MSL and the CPW were reported in [162]. These structures were built using the same 
substrate. Both the MSL and the CPW as designed to exhibit 50Ω  characteristic impedances, as 
shown in Figures 2.24a, 2.24b. Figure 2.24c shows the calculated attenuation constant of the three 
planar interconnect structures. The losses in the MSL and the CPW increase with the frequency. 
Conversely, the SIW, like in the RWG have losses that are high near the cutoff frequency which 
decreases as the frequency increases. Therefore, the SIW can replace these traditional planar 




Figure 2.24 Comparison of the attenuation constant in SIW, microstrip and CPW, (a) MSL, (b) CPW, 
(c) attenuation constants of the three structures [162].  
2.1.8.6 Bandgap Effects 
The SIW is a periodic guided wave structure, and it may be subjected to the band-stop 
phenomenon if not designed properly. In the design of the SIW components, one must ensure that 
there is no bandgap over the operating waveguide bandwidth. Therefore, to avoid the bandgap 









 should be used to avoid any band-gap effect in the operating 
bandwidth. The FDFD has been used to study the bandgap phenomenon [29], it was found that, the 
frequency at which the band-stop appears is very high if
d
s , and 
w
d  are small. Also, the band-stop 
width and magnitude are very small. However, if
d
s  or 
w
d  increases, the width and the magnitude of 
band-stop becomes significantly large, and the frequency point at which the band-stop appears, move 
to the lower frequency [29].  
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2.1.8.7 SIW Design Considerations and Strategy  








at which the SIW is equivalent to a conventional 
waveguide that has negligible leakage losses, and it does not present any band-gap in the operating 
bandwidth. Design rules have been presented in [19] to satisfy all these requirements. Also, the 




 and d2s ≤  within the operating 
bandwidth. However, a sufficient condition to ensure negligible leakage losses in the SIW is to have 
the cylindrical via diameter to be at least one-half of the periodic length [19]. The design of the SIW 
is based on the fundamental TE10 mode propagation in the frequency of interest. It means that the 
waveguide width should be selected properly to excite this mode. Since the first two modes to 
propagate in waveguide are TE10 and TE20, with )TE(f2)TE(f 10c20c = , a reasonable choice is to 
choose a TE10 cutoff frequency 5.1
)SIW(f
)TE(f o10c =  , where )SIW(fo is the center frequency of the 
operation for the SIW. The ratios 
d
s  and 
w
d  are chosen to be small using condition (2.9) based on the 
aforementioned analysis and from the manufacturing cost point of view. Then, the SIW rectangular 





=          (2.10) 
By using this equation along with equation (2.5), the following equation is used to calculate 























Planar Waveguide Based Dielectric Resonator Antennas: Analysis, 
Design, and Fabrication 
3.1 Introduction  
In this chapter, the planar waveguide, the Substrate Integrated Waveguide (SIW), based Dielectric 
Resonator Antenna (DRA) is investigated. The Rectangular Dielectric Resonator Antenna (RDRA) is 
designed to radiate in millimeter-wave (mm-wave) frequency band. Modal analysis using the 
Dielectric Waveguide (DWG) model described in Appendix A along with the Eigen Model Full-
Wave Solver, HFSS, are used to calculate the isolated RDRA fundamental mode resonance 
frequency. The SIW fed-RDRA made of low cost materials is proposed in this chapter to enhance the 
antenna’s overall radiation efficiency. 
The design SIW fed-RDRA is fabricated by a simple process, which would minimize the tolerance 
and fabrication errors. This fabrication technique is also compatible with the Printed Circuit Board 
(PCB) low cost technology. The antenna prototypes are tested to verify their validity to real high 
radiation efficiency mm-wave applications. Their measured reflection coefficients and radiation 
patterns are compared to these calculated by full-wave solver.         
3.2 Substrate Integrated Waveguide (SIW) Fed Dielectric Resonator Antenna: 
Material and Parameters Characterization 
The RDRA is characterized by its simplicity, mode purity, and ease of fabrication. It provides 
more flexibility in terms of bandwidth control. Therefore, it is preferred over other DRA shapes in 
this work. As discussed in Appendix A, for the DRA to be an effective radiator, its material dielectric 
constant has to be chosen low as 5 ≤ εrd ≤ 20. Otherwise, the RDRA would be a highly efficient Q-
factor (low bandwidth) energy storage element rather than a radiator. In addition, a RDRA with a 
higher dielectric constant has smaller dimensions that would make the fabrication difficult. In this 
work, a low loss/cost material, RT/Duriod 6010 LM ( εrd=10.20, and tanδ =0.002), is chosen to 
design the RDRA. Since the RDRA dimension affects the resonant modes and their internal field 
pattern, it has to be chosen properly to excite the correct mode for radiation and have a strong 
coupling between that mode the excitation source.  
Figure 3.1 shows the isolated model of the RDRA which is designed to resonate for radiation at a 
mm-wave frequency band. A theoretical model and a numerical analysis of the RDRA modes by 
using HFSS Eigen Mode Solver were utilized to characterize and design this RDRA. Afterwards, the 
RDRA excited model that consists of the RDRA element fed by a narrow slot cut on the broad wall of 
the SIW is proposed. A parametric analysis is also conducted to investigate the impact of the designed 
parameters on the antenna performance. The resonant frequency of the RDRA fundamental mode, 
TE111, can be determined by using the Dielectric Waveguide (DWG) model as described in Appendix 
A. Based on the solutions of the equations (A8)-(A10), different possible RDRA dimensions can be 
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obtained for the same resonant frequency at fo=30 GHz. Table 3.1 lists some of the possible RDRA 
dimensions that can be fabricated on a commercially available low cost material with standard 
thicknesses hsd=b for dielectric constant εrd=10.20. The full-wave Eigen Mode Solver, HFSS, was 
used to verify the natural resonance behavior of the RDRA. The modal analysis was carried out for 
different RDRA dimensions. The model consists of a RDRA, which resides on an infinite ground 
plane as shown in Figure 4.1. 
 
Figure 3.1Rectangular dielectric resonator antenna (RDRA) resides on infinite ground plane [164]. 
Table 3.1RDRA possible dimensions (mm) for εrd =10.20   at 30 GHz [164]. 
hsd 2b aRDRA dRDRA fo (GHz) (DWGM) fo (GHz) (HFSS) % ERROR 
2.50 5.0 
2.0 2.0 29.57 29.15 0.7 
3.0 0.80 30.29 29.78 0.8 
2.50 1.0 30.22 30.54 0.5 
1.90 3.80 
3.80 0.76 30.33 29.62 1.2 
4.20 0.70 30.10 29.46 1.1 
2.10 1.90 30.41 30.05 0.6 
1.27 2.54 3.0 1.50 30.40 30.75 0.6 
0.64 1.28 Too thin to be  used at this frequency  






As shown in Table 3.1, there is a good agreement between the DWG model result and that of the 
HFSS Eigen Mode Solver solution with the PML boundary condition in predicting the x111TE  mode 
resonance frequency. For our reference, Figure 3.2 shows the field’s vector plots of this mode. In 
order to strongly excite this mode, a source (slot) should be located at a strong field (magnetic) to 
ensure a good coupling [35]. A narrow slot cut on the SIW broad wall is used to excite the RDRA. 
Two different slot configurations are proposed, horizontal polarized (transverse), and vertical 
polarized (longitudinal) slot as shown in Figures 3.3a and 3.3b, respectively. The proposed SIW 
structure consists of two integrated rows of metalized vias with a diameter of dvia separated by aSIW 
(SIW width), and each two neighboring vias are svia apart (center to center). The top and bottom 
planes are copper plated with thickness of hc , as in Figure 3.3c. The SIW is integrated on a dielectric 
substrate with constant of εrs and a thickness of hsb. The SIW substrate thickness and the dielectric 
constant are selected to minimize the conduction loss and provide a compact design. Also, the SIW 
parameters are chosen to minimize the losses. 
The SIW width aSIW is chosen for a single fundamental TE10 mode operation, and it is calculated 
by using the SIW equivalent RWG concept presented in [29]. For completeness, the SIW to MSL 
taper transition shown in Figure 3.3 is needed to connect the proposed antenna to other RF-planar 
circuits, such as filters. As discussed in Chapter 2, the SIW-MSL transition is used to match the MSL 
Quasi-TEM mode to the SIW TE10 mode. It is designed and optimized following the criteria presented 
in [138]. For simplicity, the following antenna analysis and design will be conducted without the 
SIW-MSL transition. However, this transition will be used for experimental verification.      
In Figure 3.3, the slot’s dimensions, LSlot, WSlot, and the position, XSC, is optimized in order to 
efficiently couple the energy from the SIW to the RDRA. Initially, XSC, is chosen to be 
2
  SIW)inside(gλ  for Figure 3.3a, and 
4
  SIW)inside(gλ  for Figure 3.3b, which corresponds to a 
maximum standing wave field intensity (maximum coupling). The Rogers RT5870 (εrs=2.33, 
tanδ=0.0013) dielectric substrate with standard thickness of hsb=31 mil  is used to implement the 
SIW. It has a width of aSIW =4.80 mm. The metallic vias have a diameter of dvia=0.3302 mm and are 
separated by Svia=0.60 mm. The RDRA element is made of Rogers RT6010 (εrs=10.20, tanδ=0.0031) 
with a thickness of hsd= 50 mil. The RDRA has a length of aRDRA=3.0 mm, and a width of dRDRA=1.50 
mm, respectively and symmetrically is centered with respect to the coupling slot (zero offset). 
3.3 SIW-Fed-RDRA Characterization and Parametric Study 
Some design parameters may affect the coupling between the slot and the RDRA [42, 64]. 
Therefore, a detailed parametric study is then useful to study the effect of the antenna parameters. The 
antenna parameters are slot position XSC, slot length lSlot, slot width wSlot and the RDRA’s relative 
position to slot. The impact of these parameters on the antenna performance has to be investigated. 
Then, they should be optimized to obtain maximum energy coupling between both the slot and the 
RDRA [18]. For brevity, the impact of these parameters has been conducted for the antenna in Figure 









Figure 3.2 The vector field distribution plots of the isolated RDRA TE111 fundamental mode [164] 
(εrd=10.20, aRDRA=3.0 mm, dRDRA=1.50 mm, and hsd=1.270 mm), the RDRA resides on an infinite 












 Figure 3.3 (a) The Substrate Integrated Waveguide (SIW)-fed dielectric resonator antenna (RDRA) 
driven model [164], (a) using horizontal polarized (transverse) slot, (b) using vertical polarized 
(longitudinal) slot, (c) Cross-section plane A-A. 
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3.3.1 The impact of slot position XSC  
In Figure 3.3a, the position of the transverse slot on a SIW board wall controls the amount of 





=  from the Short Circuited (SC) end, guarantees a maximum excitation to the 
RDRA’s fundamental mode (maximum coupled power) [135]. Since the effective dielectric constant 
seen by the slot εeff  is not accurately known, the guided wavelength was calculated based on the 







= [27], to be XSC=2.60 mm. The slot position from the short 
circuit was varied with an initial slot width wSlot= 0.25 mm, slot length lSlot=2.60 mm, and a zero 
relative offset between the RDRA and the slot. Figure 3.4 shows the effect of changing the XSC on the 
antenna reflection coefficient (coupling) S11(dB) over the frequency band 28-40 GHz. It was found 
that the position XSC changes the amount of power coupled to the RDRA, where the maximum 
coupling occurs at XSC =3.50 mm. This means that the RDRA resonates (with minimum reflection 
coefficient, S11(dB), at f =36.73 GHz. 
As shown in Figure 3.4, the RDRA’s resonance frequency differs from the designed frequency. 
This frequency shift can be accounted for as follows: The DWG model, which was used in the RDRA 
analysis, assumes that the RDRA resides on an infinite ground plane, and its height is halved. The 
DWG model does not take the slot effect into consideration. In other words, due to the slot effect, the 
assumption of using half of the RDRA’s height is not accurate, and it shifts the RDRA designed 
resonance frequency fo to another frequency rather than the designed one (the RDRA resonance 
frequency is height dependent). 
3.3.2 The impact of slot length lSlot   
Also, the effect of the slot length was investigated by varying the length in the vicinity of
2
gλ , 
while keeping wSlot=0.25 mm, XSC=3.50 mm , and with a zero offset between the RDRA and the slot. 
As the slot length was shortened, the resonance frequency of the RDRA, fo increased. The effect of 
the placing RDRA on the top of the slot was to change the input impedance so that it is matched at the 
frequency rather than the RDRA’s natural resonance frequency as shown in Figure 3.5. Although the 
resonance is noticeable for each slot length, the best antenna matching is achieved when the slot 
length lSlot=2mm. Furthermore, it is observed that a significant portion of energy is coupled into the 
RDRA at different frequencies, which gives a good indication of the TE111 mode broadband behavior 
and the slot length tuning property. As the slot length changes from 2.0 mm to 3.50 mm, fo shifts from 
38.30 GHz to 36.0 GHz keeping almost the same impedance bandwidth (S11< -10 dB) of 2.80 GHz. 
3.3.3 The impact of slot width wSlot  
Figure 3.6 shows the effect of varying the slot width on the antenna reflection coefficient 
S11(dB),while the slot length is kept constant  at lSlot=3.20 mm. As shown in Figure. 3.6, increasing the 
slot width has the effect of increasing both the resonance fo of the RDRA and the input bandwidth.  
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Frequency  f (GHz)
 
Figure 3.4 The impact of the slot position XSC (mm) variation on S11(dB)[164], SIW parameters: 
aSIW=4.80 mm, dvia=0.3302 mm, Svia =0.60 mm, RDRA parameters: aRDRA=3.0mm, dRDRA=1.50mm, 
and Slot parameters:  lSlot=2 mm, wSlot = 0.40 mm, and zero offset between RDRA and the 
Slot(without MSL transition). 





























Figure 3.5 The impact of the slot length lSlot (mm) variation on S11(dB)[164], SIW parameters are: 
aSIW=4.80 mm, dvia=0.3302 mm, Svia =0.60 mm, RDRA parameters: aRDRA=3.0mm, dRDRA=1.50mm, 




Namely, the RDRA resonance frequency changes from a low frequency of 36.64 GHz when the slot 
width is 0.20mm to a high frequency of 37.43 GHz when the slot width is 0.40 mm. However, the 
impedance bandwidth increases from 5% at 35.64 GHz to 11.5% at 37.43 GHz. 
3.3.4 The impact of RDRA-slot relative position (offset)  
Finally, the RDRA’s relative offset to the slot was studied using lSlot =3.20, and wSlot=0.40 mm to 
determine the optimum placement of the RDRA above the slot. The results are presented in Figure 
3.7. Offsetting the RDRA from the center of the slot not only shifts the resonance frequency fo of the 
antenna, but also increases the impedance bandwidth. When the RDRA deviates by 0.50 mm in either 
direction,  fo  increases to approximately 38.14 GHz, which corresponds to a reflection coefficient of  
-22.50 dB and a bandwidth of 12.50 %. This means that for any potential error introduced by not 
perfectly centering the RDRA, the antenna is still matched. Further offset to 1mm, the impedance 
bandwidth and the reflection coefficient are degraded due to the inefficient coupling between the 
RDRA and the slot. However, a very good coupling and impedance matching is obtained at no offset 
(as expected).  





























Frequency  f (GHz)
 
Figure 3.6 The impact of the slot width wSlot (mm) variation on S11(dB)[164], the SIW parameters are: 
aSIW=4.80 mm, dvia=0.3302 mm, Svia =0.60 mm, RDRA parameters: aRDRA=3.0 mm, dRDRA=1.50 mm, 
and slot parameters:  lSlot= 3.20 mm, and zero offset between RDRA and the Slot(without MSL 
transition). 
Similarly, the proposed antenna parameters in Figure 3.3b were studied and its reflection 
coefficient (dB) was numerically calculated (simulated). It was found that a matching circuit is 
needed to minimize the reflection from the antenna and enhance the coupling between the 
longitudinal slot and the RDRA, as shown in Figure 3.8a. 
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Figure 3.7 The impact of the RDRA-slot relative position (offset) (mm) variation on S11(dB)[164], the 
SIW parameters are: aSIW=4.80 mm, dvia=0.3302 mm, Svia =0.60 mm, RDRA parameters: 
aRDRA=3.0mm, dRDRA=1.50mm, and slot parameters:  lSlot = 3.20 mm, wSlot = 3.20 mm(without MSL 
transition). 
 
Figure 3.8 (a) The modified(matched) SIW fed RDRA using longitudinal slot orientation (without 
MSL transition), (b) The impact of using the matching circuit (metallic posts) on the reflection 
coefficient, S11(dB), the antenna  parameters: aSIW=4.80 mm, dvia=0.3302 mm, Svia =0.60 mm, the 
antenna  parameters: aRDRA=3.0mm, dRDRA=1.50mm, lSlot = 3.20 mm, wSlot = 3.20 mm, ys=1.50mm, 
XSC=2.0mm, xp=0.80mm, and yp=1.20mm.    
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The metallic posts, P1, P2 and P3 are positioned inside the SIW to minimize the reflections caused 
by the short circuit termination. The number of matching posts and their locations affect both the 
coupling (matching) and the impedance bandwidth (S11≤ -10 dB) as shown in Figure 3.8b.  A very 
good coupling to the RDRA, which is less than -20 dB at 36.50 GHz, and a wide impedance 
bandwidth of 4 GHz are obtained when the three metallic posts are inserted inside the SIW at the 
positions described by xP= 0.80 mm, and yP=1.20 mm.    
3.4   Internal Field Distribution and Radiation Pattern  
Since both the internal field distribution and the radiation pattern at resonance are related, 
understanding of the internal field distribution leads to a good insight about the far field radiation 
pattern. The RDRA radiates in a manner similar to a magnetic dipole when excited in its fundamental 
mode [35]. The broadside radiation comes from the leakage of the internal field through the top and 
end of the RDRA. Therefore, examining the internal field and the far field radiation, one can confirm 
that the RDRA operates on its fundamental mode.  
Based on the coordinate system and the RDRA structure in Figure 3.3a, the EM full-wave solver is 
used to study the internal and far radiated fields at the resonant frequency fo. The RDRA used in the 
simulation setup has dimensions: aRDRA=3.0 mm, dRDRA=1.50 mm, and it is excited by a narrow slot 
with length of lSlot=3.20 mm and a width of wSlot=0.30 mm cut onto the SIW broad wall of width 
aSIW=4.80 mm, Svia =0.60 mm, and dvia=0.3302mm.Figure 3.9a, and Figure 3.9b shows the RDRA 
internal field distribution (vector plots) for the components, Ex and Hy, respectively for the antenna 
configuration in Figure 3.3b. The radiation pattern (gain) of the antenna in Figure 3.3 is shown in 
Figure 3.10 in two different planes E (XZ-plane) and H (YZ-plane) at the frequency 35.50 GHz, 
respectively. It verifies that the RDRA radiates like a magnetic dipole oriented in X-direction 
(antenna in Figure 3.3a) and Y-direction (antenna in Figure 3.3b). Both antenna arrangements in 
Figure 3.3 almost shows the same radiation pattern (gain), especially in the co-polarized components 
and the boresight direction (θ=0o) which show a simulated boresight gains of 5.70 dB and 5.51dB for 
the antenna in Figure 3.3a and 3.3b, respectively. However, the antenna in Figure 3.3b shows a lower 
back radiation (θ=180o), of less than -10 dB compared to the antenna in Figure 3.3a. The latter 
presents a very low level of cross-polarized, with less than -40 dB close to the boresight direction 
compared to the former antenna in Figure 3.3b, which shows a cross-polarized radiated field level of 
less than -20 dB. Therefore, the proposed antenna designs in Figure 3.3 are suitable for linear 
polarized antenna applications.  
The usefulness of the SIW as a low loss feeding structure that minimizes the conduction loss, 
which dominates at mm-wave band, was investigated by calculating the overall radiation efficiency 
over the operating frequency band. It was found that the simulated radiation efficiency is more than 
97% (the reflection loss at the port is ignored ) as will discuss later in Section 3.5, which is quite high 
compared to the other planar feeding schemes described in Chapter 2. Also, the gain is almost stable 
over the same operating frequency band with a small variation of ± 0.50 dB and maximum broadside 








Figure 3.9 The internal field distributions of RDRA fundamental mode (vector plots) for the antenna 









Figure 3.10 The radiation pattern (gain) of SIW based-RDRA for the two slot configurations (without 
MSL transition) in Figure 3.3, (a) E-plane (co-polarized ECO, and cross-polarized EXP), (b) H-plane 
(co-polarized HCO, and cross-polarized HXP) at 35.50 GHz. The antenna parameters are: aSIW=4.80 
mm, dvia=0.3302 mm, Svia =0.60 mm, aRDRA=3.0mm, dRDRA=1.50mm, lSlot = 3.20 mm, wSlot = 3.20 mm, 
ys=1.50mm, XSC=2.0mm, xp=0.80mm and yp=1.20mm. 
3.5 Antenna Fabrication and Experimental Results 
The fabrication and experimental measurements of the prototypes in Figure 3.3 is the culmination 
of the theoretical study of the SIW-DRA model and the extensive parameter characterization. The 
measured results also will confirm the validity of the theoretical model, and the accuracy of the 
design criteria presented in Sction 3.2. The fabrication tolerances and the experimental measurements 
at mm-wave frequency band may present unexpected results that require further investigations. 
3.5.1 Antenna Fabrication Process  
In this technology, the SIW-RDRA are fabricated using a simple fabrication technique, all of 
which are part of the same PCB assembly line/manufacturing process which will reduce the 
complexity and cost.The manufacturing of the RDRA antenna is done using a multi-step, multi-layer 
PCB manufacturing process. The fabricated structure consists of a three-layer PCB, with two 
dielectric layers comprising the SIW-fed layer, and DRA element(s), respectively. The following 
steps summarize the general fabrication process used: 
1. The antenna performance and electrical requirements for the feeding SIW and the RDRA 
element(s) are identified by using the design model described in Section 3.2.  
2. The SIW and RDRA element(s) are iteratively re-designed to match the electrical parameters 
of very low-cost dielectric substrates (bare PCBs) which are available from manufacturers 
such as Rogers, Arlon, Taconic, etc. 
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3. The result of (2) will be physical sizes, the metal layer requirements, the dielectric constant, 
and the loss tangent for at least two substrates (one for the SIW, one for RDRA), as shown in 
Figure 3.11a. 
4. The SIW layer is manufactured by etching specific patterns, drilling the “via” holes between 
the two metal layers (through the dielectric), and plating them in a PCB standard process, as 
shown in Figure 3.11b. 
5. A chemical bath which is available in the PCB industry is used to remove metal layer of the 
DR dielectric, as shown in Figure 3.11c.  
6. The second layer is added to one side of the SIW and bonded with a low-loss thin bonding 
film.  This is a standard process in the PCB fabrication, which is used when making multi-
layer boards, as shown in Figure 3.11d. 
7. A routing mechanism (involving a milling machine used by PCB manufacturers to cut slots 
or other 3D features in the substrates) is used to remove the material on the DRA layer, 
leaving only the areas that are needed for the antenna elements, as shown in Figure 3.11e. 
8.  Note that (1)–(3) are result of a particular software model that has already been developed 
and (4)–(7) are part of a new fabrication process. Each of the sets of steps (1)–(3) and (4)–(7), 
respectively, can be taken multiple numbers of times to create more complex circuitry. 
The primary objective of the above process is to decrease the complexity and avoid the 
misalignment problem between the slot(s) and the RDRA element(s). Reducing the fabrication 
complexity will result in improvement in yields as well as a decrease in end-user cost. The designed 
antennas, SIW fed-RDRA, proposed in Section 3.2 were fabricated using the process described in 
Figure 3.11, and tested to validate the RDRA models and the newly proposed fabrication technique. 
The following Sections introduce the fabricated antenna prototypes along with the measurement 
results compared to the simulated ones. The designed SIW-fed RDRA were fabricated from standard 
low loss and low cost material substrates. First, the bottom layer which will contain the SIW feed is 
fabricated from a double-sided 31-mil Roger / 5870 Duroid material εrs =2.33. The copper plating is 
0.5 oz (17μm) which is the minimal necessary to allow thin metallization and allow for good slot 
coupling.  
The planar features are etched and the substrate is drilled through and plated to create the SIW 
feed.  Next, a one–sided 50 mil Roger RT/6010 substrate εrd =10.2, with a 0.5 oz copper metallization 
is bonded using 2-mil thermally stabilized bonding film 34.2r =ε . This is an irradiated polyolefin co-
polymer developed to achieve excellent bond strength with low- flow characteristics and low 
temperature bonding. The top metal layer is etched away leaving a complete sheet of dielectric 
material. The majority of the area is milled away and what is left, is the RDRA block which remains 
bonded to the underlying layer. The only downside of this process is that there is a 2-mil substrate 
between the top metal layer of the SIW feed and bottom of the RDRA which can affect the 









Table 3.2 Physical designed SIW-DRA single element parameters (dim. in mm) [164]. 




hsd 1.27 mm 
Substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) εrs=2.33 
hsb 0.7874 
 aSIW 4.80 
svia 0.60 
dvia 0.3302 
SIW-based RDRA  
 Transverse slot Longitudinal slot  
lslot 3.20
wslot 0.30
xSC 3.50 4.50 
 sy  0 1.50 
3.5.2 Antenna Measurements 
Measurements were performed to determine the antenna reflection coefficient S11(dB) and the 
radiation pattern (gain) in both the E-plane and H-plane of the antenna. The obtained results show a 
good agreement between the simulated and the measured result taking into account the manufacturing 
tolerances as well as the edge connector (power launcher) misalignment and inaccurate contact to the 
MSL. The fabricated antenna prototypes are shown in Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13 for both antenna 
configurations, respectively. 
a. Antenna Reflection coefficient  
The antenna reflection coefficient S11(dB) of the fabricated SIW- fed RDRA prototypes in Figures 
3.12 and 3.13 were obtained experimentally and compared with the simulated results over the 
frequency range of 30-40 GHz as provided in Figure 3.14 for both slot orientations. Figure 3.14a (for 





Figure 3.12 The fabricated prototype of SIW based- RDRA using vertical polarized (transverse) slot 
configuration [164]. 
 
Figure 3.13 The fabricated prototype of SIW based-RDRA using horizontal polarized (longitudinal) 




Figure 3.14 The simulated and measured reflection coefficient S11(dB)  of SIW-based RDRA[164] (a) 
Antenna prototype in Figure 3.12, (b) Antenna prototype in Figure 3.13. 
 
Figure 3.15 The simulated and measured radiation pattern of   SIW based-RDRA (antenna prototype 
in Figure 3.12) @ f= 35 GHz [164] (a) E-plane (YZ plane). (b) H- plane (XZ-plane). 
 The simulated resonance frequency, which occurs at >36 GHz, is shifted to ~35 GHz primarily 
due to the fabrication tolerances and the addition of bonding material between the feed and the DRA 
layers. This novel multi-layer fabrication method affects the coupling to the RDRA. Furthermore, the 
reduction in bandwidth is attributable to the connector contact and the alignment issues. 
The measured minimum reflection coefficient, which is -12.61 dB, occurs at 35 GHz. On the other 
hand, the measured reflection coefficient S11(dB) (for the antenna prototype in Figure 3.13) in Figure 
3.14b agrees well with the simulated result. It resonates at 37.28 GHz, where input resistance seen at 
the antenna input is Ω 14  (referenced to the MSL). Therefore, a matching circuit is needed for the 
antenna in Figure 3.13 to enhance the coupling between the coupling slot and the RDRA element. 




Figure 3.16 The simulated and measured radiation pattern of   SIW based-RDRA (antenna prototype 
in Figure 3.13) @ f= 35 GHz [164] (a) H-plane (YZ-plane), (b) E- plane (XZ-plane). 
b. Antenna Radiation pattern (gain) and efficiency 
The radiation pattern (gain) measurements for the two antenna prototypes in Figures 3.12 and 3.13 
were carried out in an anechoic chamber at frequencies 35 GHz and 37 GHz within scanning angle 
range of -90° ≤ θ ≤ 90° in two orthogonal planes.  








































Figure 3.17 The radiation efficiency/gain (dB) variation against the frequency of SIW based-RDRA 
(with MSL transition) in Figure. 3.3, (The antenna parameters are: aSIW=4.80 mm, dvia=0.3302 mm, 
Svia =0.60 mm, aRDRA=3.0 mm, dRDRA=1.50 mm, lSlot = 3.20 mm, wSlot = 3.20 mm, ys=1.50 mm, XSC=2.0 
mm, xp=0.80 mm and yp=1.20 mm.   
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Figures 3.15, and 3.16 show the measured and simulated radiation patterns (gain) for the proposed 
antenna prototypes, respectively. Both the simulated and the measured results are in a very good 
agreement, showing a boresight (θ=0°) gain of 5.26 dB (antenna prototype in Figure 3.12) and 4.75 
dB (antenna prototype in Figure 3.13). Also, the co-polarized (ECP, HCP) and the cross polarized 
(EXP, HXP) radiated fields of the proposed prototype in Figure 3.13 at 37 GHz  in the two planes,  E 
(XZ-plane) and H (YZ-plane), were measured as shown in Figure 3.16. It shows a very low level 
cross-polarized radiation of less than -19 dB in the boresight direction. Thanks to the SIW guiding 
structure, the proposed SIW fed RDRA prototypes in Figures 3.12, and 3.13 present very high overall 
efficiencies which are more than 95% (simulated), and a flat gain (simulated), as shown in Figure 
3.17, over the operating frequency bandwidth. Furthermore, the SIW-DRA antenna is compact and 
small in size which makes it quite suitable for portable applications. Table 3.3 summarizes the main 
antenna radiation pattern (gain) and efficiency characteristics. The difference between the simulated 
and measured gain is caused by the edge connector (power launcher) used for experimental 
verification, which add more loss to the antenna structure (~ 0.9 dB) in addition to the dielectric loss. 
These issues are not included in the simulated results.  
Table 3.3 SIW- based RDRA basic characteristics [164]. 
Antenna Characteristics 
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fo  @ minimum reflection 
coefficient  (GHz) 
37.0 37.10 
Δ% (-10 dB reflection 
coefficient  bandwidth) 
A matching circuit is required 
S11 (dB)@ fo -5.65 -5.26 
Gmax (dB) @ fo 5.51 4.75 




Substrate Integrated Waveguide (SIW) Based Dielectric Resonator 
Antennas (DRAs) Arrays: Modeling, Design and Fabrication 
4.1 Introduction 
Antenna arrays are needed for many applications that require high gain and a narrow directive 
beam. The array antenna’s ability to perform beam scanning is required as well. A number of RDRA 
elements similar to the one described in Section 3.2 can be arranged to form arrays for boresight 
radiation, where the SIW is used as a low-loss feeding scheme. There are three different antenna array 
arrangements that can be formed, the SIW series-fed RDRA, the SIW-corporate (parallel) fed RDRA, 
and the hybrid-fed RDRA arrays. In the SIW series-fed array, the RDRA elements are fed 
sequentially by the same power magnitude and in-phase via a single SIW-transmission line, whereas, 
the SIW-power splitter is needed to split the power equally and phase among the RDRA elements in 
the SIW-corporate fed array. The SIW-hybrid feed arrangement, which is formed by combining both 
the series-fed and corporate-fed configurations, is used to form two-dimensional (2D) planar antenna 
arrays. 
In this chapter, different antenna topologies, the SIW series-fed DRA, the SIW corporate 
(parallel)-fed DRA, and the SIW hybrid-fed DRA will be presented, and their performance will be 
investigated. Moreover, a simple analysis that uses a developed Transmission Line (T.L.) circuit 
model and basic antenna array theory will be introduced to simplify, accelerate the design process and 
provide more physical insight into the proposed antenna arrays. This approach is quite simple, 
efficient and faster than EM full-wave solvers, such as HFSS.   
4.2 Substrate Integrated Waveguide (SIW) Series-Fed Rectangular Dielectric 
Resonator Antenna (RDRA) Array 
Figures 4.1a and 4.1b show a general layout of the SIW series fed-RDRA linear array. The SIW-
DRA single element designed in Section 3.2 is used as a building block for the N-element array in 
two different slot configurations, the horizontal polarized (transverse) slot, and the vertical polarized 
(longitudinal) slot, respectively. 
The slots are excited by the SIW’s fundamental mode, TE10, to couple the energy to the DRA 
elements. The primary antenna array parameter is the RDRA position, which is defined by: (1) the 
distance between the centers of the neighboring elements, D, and (2) the distance between the last 
element and the SIW short circuited end, XS. The distance, D, between any two neighboring elements, 
is a vital parameter that defines the phase difference between the two successive elements, which in 
turn affects all the radiation characteristics of the antenna. The distance from the last element to the 
SIW short circuited end, XS, not only affects the phase difference, but also, changes the antenna input 
impedance.  In other words, by using the appropriate values for both D and XS, the antenna elements 
can be placed in certain positions to give a prescribed phase distribution, such as a co-phase or linear 
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phase excitation. For example, choosing the distances, D and XS, in Figure 4.1a is equal to gλ  
and
2
gλ , respectively, and provides a co-phase SIW-fed DRA array excitation. 
 
Figure 4.1 The schematic layout of the SIW series-fed DRA linear arrays[168] (without SIW-MSL 
transition) (a) a horizontal polarized (transverse) slot, and (b) a vertical polarized (longitudinal) slot. 
 
Figure 4.2 The SIW-DRA T.L. circuit model of N-elements SIW-DRA array [168]. 
The structure in Figure 4.1 is a Standing Wave (SW) linear array. The slots are positioned, where 
the maximum axial (parallel to the X-axis) SW currents occur. Therefore, the excitation slot fields are 
set in phase )22Dk( g
g
x πλλ
πφΔ === . On the other hand, for the antenna in Figure 4.1b, the RDRA 
elements are excited by longitudinal slots, cut on the broad wall of the SIW. The slots are mutually 
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positioned at the opposite sides of the waveguide centerline, providing an additional phase shift of π  









= , respectively. In this case, the slots are positioned such that 
the maximum standing-wave currents are parallel to the Y-axis. The RDRA elements are co-phased, 
because the excitation phase difference is ππφΔ 2Dkx =+= .  
4.2.1 SIW-RDRA Array Transmission Line (T.L.) Circuit Model and Parametric 
Study 
To simplify the design and optimization of the antenna arrays in Figure 4.1, and to gain more 
physical insight, a simple T.L. circuit is developed.  The proposed T.L. circuit model does not take 
the inter-element mutual coupling into account (the coupling effect will be studied in Section 4.2.2). 
Afterwards, the circuit model is used to optimize the antenna parameters, D and XS, (by a parametric 
study) for the optimum overall antenna reflection coefficient S11(dB) and the radiation pattern (gain).  
 
Figure 4.3 The SIW-DRA 2-port network model of both transverse slot arrangement and longitudinal 
slot arrangements [168] (b) T.L. circuit model of an SIW segment excited by the waveguide 
fundamental mode TE10 mode. 
The proposed T.L. model in Figure 4.2 consists of the SIW-DRA 2 port-network blocks connected 
by a T.L. model of the interconnecting SIW segments to model N-element cascaded linear array. The 
SIW-DRA physical structure in Figure 4.3a is modeled by its S-parameters matrix [S] A in Figure 
4.3b, and the SIW physical segment excited by the TE10 mode is modeled by the mode propagation 
characteristics in a straight T.L. with a length LSIW, which is the same as the physical length of the 
SIW. The mode propagation characteristics are defined by the wave impedance, Z10(ohms) , and the 
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propagation constant 10TE10TE10 j)( βαωγ += , as shown in Figure 4.3b, where )m/Np(10TEα   and 
)m/rad(10TEβ  are the SIW fundamental mode attenuation and phase constants, respectively. 
 
Figure 4.4 (a) The calculated S-matrix of the SIW-RDRA 2 port-network, (b) The calculated 
propagation constant (rad/m), and attenuation factor (Np/m) of the SIW fundamental mode.   
The full-wave solver used to calculate the SIW-DRA 2 port-network referred to the plane A-A’, 
[S(ω)]A (ω=2fπ : is  the radian frequency  rad/sec), and the phase constant and attenuation of the 
SIW fundamental mode, as shown in Figure 4.4a and 4.4b, respectively. The proposed T.L. model in 
Figure 4.2 can also be used in its simplest form, N=1, to model the SIW-DRA single element 
















+==       (4.1) 
Similarly, a N-element SIW-DRA array is modeled as N-cascaded SIW-DRA 2-port-network 
blocks, connected by a SIW-T.L of length, D, as shown in Figure 4.2. The overall antenna reflection 
coefficient is calculated as follows: 
D )(102
nn e)()(
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Based on the proposed T.L. circuit model in Figure 4.2 and simple S-matrix manipulations [165],   





































       (4.4) 
N,.....3,2,1n=  
The proposed T.L. circuit model is used to determine the overall antenna reflection coefficient and 
the antenna radiation pattern (gain). For model completeness, the overall antenna array gain is 
formulated by using the pattern multiplication principle with the SIW-DRA single element radiation 
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pattern and the excitation voltage at each antenna input circuit element. The required excitation 
coefficients for the array factor are calculated by the proposed T.L. circuit model. The antenna array 
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A =  : is the antenna excitation voltage coefficient. 
oo f2k π=   : is the free space wave number (rad/m).                                                                         
VN = is the antenna element N excitation voltage (reference voltage) (volt).  
Xn =(N-n)D. 
Yn=0 : for the SIW-DRA array  architecture in Figure 4.1a.  
Yn =Sys : for the SIW-DRA array  architecture in Figure 4.1b. 
S=0: when n is odd. 
S=2: when n is even. 
θ, and φ : are the coordinate system angles defined in Figure 4.1.  
Due to the loading effect, caused by the antenna element(s) to the SIW T.L., the antenna array 
parameters, XS and D might deviate from their assigned values as described in Section 4.2. Therefore, 
a detailed parametric study should be conducted to analyze the effect of these parameters on the 
overall antenna performance. The proposed T.L. circuit model is used to perform this study and to 
optimize the parameters of the SIW-DRA linear array in Figure 4.1a, and 4.1b. The circuit model is 
considered to be a simple and fast method, compared with the CAD software, such as the HFSS.  
A parametric study is conducted on a four-element linear antenna array within the frequency range 
of 33-40 GHz. Not only the phase difference among the excitation electromagnetic (EM) fields to the 
antenna elements are defined, but also the effect of the overall antenna reflection coefficient, S11 (dB), 
is described. For brevity, the impact of XS on S11 (dB) and the impact of D on the radiation pattern 
(gain) are described. 
a. Short circuit position : XS 
To verify the proposed T.L. circuit model, a simple example, the SIW-DRA single (N=1) element, 
was studied. The reflection coefficient is calculated and compared with that of full-wave solver result, 
as shown in Figure 4.5, for different values in the vicinity of 
2
λ
X gS = (for the transverse slot 
configuration, in Figure 4.1a ), and 
4
3λ
X gS = (for the longitudinal slot configuration, in Figure 4.1b).  
The proposed T.L. circuit model is in a good agreement with the full-wave solver, HFSS, at 
XS=3.5 mm (Figure 4.5a), and XS=4.5 mm (Figure 4.5b).  A similar study was performed on the array 
in Figure 4.1for four elements (N=4). This study was conducted by the proposed T.L. circuit model 
for different short circuit positions, XS, at the same inter-element distance, D, as shown in Figure 4.6. 
The short circuit position, XS, acts as a matching stub (first degree of freedom) for the antenna input 




Figure 4.5 The calculated reflection coefficient S11 (dB) of the SIW fed RDRA single element in 
Figure 3.3 by using the proposed T.L. circuit model in Figure 4.2 for N=1, and full-wave solver for 
different short circuit positions, XS, (a) transverse slot and (b) longitudinal slot. 
 
Figure 4.6 The calculated reflection coefficient (by using the proposed T.L. circuit model), S11 (dB), 
of the SIW series-fed RDRA array (Four elements) [168], for different short circuit positions XS (a) 
the transverse in Figure. 4.1a, for D=7.60 mm, and (b) longitudinal slot in Figure. 4.1b, for D=3.50 
mm. 
b. Array inter-element distance: D 
 The antenna inter-element distance, D (second degree of freedom), affects both the antenna input 
impedance as well as the amplitude and the phase differences for the antenna array element excitation 
voltages, as illustrated by Table 4.1. As indicated by equation (4.5), the excitation voltage 
coefficients, An, controls the antenna array radiation pattern (gain). Therefore, the proposed circuit 
model is used to study the impact of changing the inter-element distance, D, of a SIW-DRA array, 




Table 4.1 Voltage excitation coefficients An of N=4 elements SIW series-fed DRA array [168]. 
D(mm) 
Excitation Voltages Coefficients An 










 Transverse Slot , Xs=3.50 mm and  fo =34 GHz 
6.50 0.49 49 0.62 150 0.82 171 
7.00 1.04 59 1.42 86 1.48 92 
7.50 0.98 -1 0.96 -5 0.95 -11 
8.0 0.94 -30 1.01 -53 1.12 -86 
 Longitudinal  Slot,  Xs=4.50 mm and fo = 38 GHz 
3.0 0.46 152 0.53 129 1.01 36 
3.50 1.001 10 1.01 7 1.02 3 
4.0 1.06 -36 1.01 -31 0.81 -20 
4.50 0.69 -92 1.20 -135 0.98 -146 
Table 4.1 summarizes this study for both slot configurations in Figure 4.1a, 4.1b at the 
frequencies of 34 GHz and 38 GHz, respectively. As the distance D approaches a specific value that 
corresponds approximately to λg=7.60 mm, and mm 50.32
g ≈
λ
, respectively, the antenna elements 
are almost co-phased and excited equally. Consequently, their radiated far field is added 
constructively to form a broadside radiation of maximum gains, 12.80 dB and 12.62 dB, as 
demonstrated in Figure 4.7. Conversely, as the distance D deviates from these critical values, the 
antenna array elements become out of phase and are not excited equally. Therefore, the antenna array 
radiation pattern (maximum gain) deteriorates. To study the radiation bandwidth of the antenna 
arrays in Figure 4.1 and their frequency-scanning characteristics, the radiation pattern is simulated 
over the frequency range of 33-40 GHz, as shown in Figure 4.8. It is noticed that as the frequency 
changes from 35.21 GHz to 40.0 GHz and the main beam of the antenna in Figure 4.1a is steered by 
15° with a maximum gain variation of 0.66 dB as shown in Figure 4.8a. Alternatively, the main beam 
of the antenna array in Figure 4.1b is steered by 12° with a maximum gain variation of 2.6 dB over 
the frequency band 34.47-40 GHz.  
4.2.2 SIW Series-Fed RDRA Array Inter-elements Mutual Coupling 
The single (fundamental) mode T.L. circuit model in Figure 4.2 is valid, as long as the 
discontinuities (antenna, short circuit, junctions, and other types of discontinuities) are sufficiently 
apart, so that the higher order mode interactions are negligible. Therefore, it is pivotal to study the 
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mutual coupling and its effect on the proposed T.L. model validity, particularly when the antenna 
elements are close.  












 SIW-DRA ARRYA with transverse slot orientation 







Inter-element distance D (mm) 
 
Figure 4.7 The broadside gain (dB) calculated by the proposed T.L. circuit model [168](the SIW-
MSL transition is not included) of the SIW series fed-DRA array (N=4) for both antenna array 
configurations in Figure 4.12.  
 
Figure 4.8 The calculated radiation pattern (gain) (dB) (by the proposed T.L. circuit model) of the 
SIW series-fed RDRA array (four elements) studied at different frequencies[168] (SIW-MSL 
transition is included) (a) transverse slots array in Figure 4.1a for D=7.60 mm (E-plane) , and (b) the 
longitudinal slots  array shown in Figure 4.1b for D=3.50 mm (H-plane).  
The mutual coupling between the adjacent antenna elements is due to two mechanisms: the 
internal coupling (caused by the excitation of the higher order modes at the SIW-slot interface 
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discontinuities), and the exterior coupling (caused by the electromagnetic space wave interactions). 
Figure 4.8 reflects the geometries for studying the mutual coupling between a two antenna elements 
for both array configurations. It consists of two identical SIW-fed RDRA elements set close to each 
other, and then excited independently with waveguide ports, P1, and P2, to study both the E-coupling 
(Figure 4.9a) and H-coupling (Figure 4.9b). To study the exterior mutual coupling, a row of copper-
plated vias (SIW-SC) was inserted between the two RDRA elements to block any internal coupling 
between the two ports. In other words, the geometries in Figure 4.9a, b, and 4.9b allow for a space 
wave only to be coupled between the two ports (antenna exterior mutual coupling). 
 
Figure 4.9 The physical model used to study the mutual coupling between RDRA elements fed by 
SIW in the SIW series-fed RDRA array layouts [168] (a) E-coupling, and (b) H-coupling, (c) SIW-
SIW back to back. 





mm to maintain the far field co-phase radiation as presented in Figure 4.1a, and 4.1b, 
respectively. The calculated (simulated) mutual coupling demonstrates that the mutual coupling in 
both the E-plane (E-coupling) and the H-plane (H-coupling) is less than -15 dB, and -40 dB, 
respectively over the operating frequency bandwidth, as shown in Figure 4.10a. Therefore, the mutual 
coupling between the array elements is considered to be weak, particularly in the H-plane. As a 
reference, the mutual coupling of the SIW-SIW back to back model in Figure 4.9c, is calculated to be 
less than - 40 dB as shown in Figure 4.10a. The calculated mutual coupling verifies that the SIW 
structure has a negligible leakage loss. 
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Another study is performed to investigate the total mutual coupling between the antenna elements 
by using the setup in Figure 4.9a, and 4.9b, except that the SIW-SC is removed. Then, it is modeled 
by the T.L. circuit model shown in Figure 4.2 (for N=2, without the short circuited termination). The 
coupling (insertion loss), S21 (dB), from P1 to P2 is calculated by the T.L. model and the full-wave 
solver. Figure 4.10b shows the results for this study for different D, for both antenna arrangements at 
the frequencies 36 GHz and 37.50 GHz, respectively. 
 
Figure 4.10 The calculated mutual coupling (dB) between the RDRA elements fed by SIW in the  
SIW series-fed RDRA array layouts (a)Exterior coupling[168](with the SIW-SC), (b) The overall  
mutual coupling (exterior and internal) (without SIW-SC). 
As the distance D increases, the full-wave solver result converges to that of the T.L. model, 
indicating that the mutual coupling, due to the higher order modes and radiation, decreases. 
Conversely, as the elements become closer, the two results diverge, and the aforementioned mutual 
coupling increases.  However, the effect of internal coupling effect appears at D=7.60 mm (in 
transverse slot configuration), which might cause some discrepancies between the T.L. model and the 
measured results. Alternatively, this effect is negligible in longitudinal slot configuration. The effect 
of mutual coupling on the measured antenna performance will discuss in Section 4.5. 
The performance of the antenna arrays are also numerically verified by the EM full-wave solver 
and the results are compared to these obtained using the proposed T.L. circuit model. The antenna 
arrays are simulated within the frequency band 33-40 GHz. Figure 4.11 shows the reflection 
coefficient, and it is noticed that the T.L. model deviates from that of the EM full-wave solver, 
especially in Figure 4.11a, where there is a stronger mutual coupling. Alternatively, a minor deviation 
is noticed in Figure 4.11b. This deviation is attributed to the discrete nature of the SIW structure that 
affects the Short Circuit (SC) performance (magnitude and phase), T.L. lengths, and the mutual 
coupling between any two adjacent antenna elements, which caused by the excitation of higher order 
mode at the SIW-slot interfaces. All these issues are handled efficiently and are taken into account by 
the full-wave solver. However, the proposed T.L. circuit model is still valid, and it can easily estimate 




Figure 4.11 The calculated reflection coefficient S11(dB) of the SIW series-fed DRA(N=4 elements) 
using both the proposed T.L. circuit model and EM full-wave solver (the SIW-MSL transition is not 
included) (a)using transverse slot, D=7.60mm, XS=2.50 mm, (b) using longitudinal slot, D=3.50mm, 
XS=4.50 mm, yS=1.50mm. 
 
 
Figure 4.12 The calculated radiation pattern (gain) of the SIW series-fed DRA (4-elements) using 
both the proposed T.L. circuit model (the SIW-MSL transition is not included) and EM full-wave 
solver (the SIW-MSL transition is not included), (a) using transverse slot@ 34 GHz, D=7.60mm, 
XS=2.50 mm, (b) using longitudinal slot@ 38 GHz, D=3.50mm, XS=2.50 mm, yS=1.50mm. 
A very good agreement is observed in the radiation pattern (gain) between the proposed model and 
the full-wave solver, especially in the boresight radiation, as shown in Figure 4.12. The antenna array 
in Figure 4.1a shows a boresight gain of 12.80 dB (calculated by the T.L. model) /12.75 dB 
(calculated by the full-wave solver), as shown in Figure 4.12a. However, the antenna configuration in 
Figure 4.1b shows a simulated gain of 11.68 dB (calculated by the T.L. model) /11.39 dB (calculated 
by full-wave solver), as shown in Figure 4.12b. This gain difference between two simulated results is 
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attributed to the SIW-MSL transition loss (~0.20 dB), which is not included in the T.L. model in 
Figure 4.2. 
Of all the antenna parameters that characterize the mm-wave antenna arrays, the overall radiation 
efficiency is highly affected by the feeding structures. Therefore, one of the primary goals of this 
research is to propose a novel and appropriate feeding scheme for mm-wave applications and to 
verify its performance. The simulated results demonstrate a stable gain of more than 11dB, and high 
radiation efficiency of more than 93%. Figure 4.13 denotes the calculated gain (dB) and the radiation 
efficiency for the proposed SIW-DRA array (N=4) over the operating impedance bandwidth. The 
antenna array shown in Figure 4.1b shows a wider gain/radiation efficiency bandwidth than the 
antenna in Figure 4.1a.   




































 Gain (dB) SIW-DRA array in Fig. 12a












 Efficiency SIW-DRA array in Fig. 1a
 Efficiency SIW-DRA array in Fig. 1b
 
Figure 4.13 The calculated antenna gain (dB), and the radiation efficiency of the SIW series-fed 











Table 4.2 Modeling and design algorithm of the SIW series-fed DRA array[168]. 
 
1. Design Specifications 
 
• The operating frequency range is chosen. 
• Substrate materials for SIW and DRA (dielectric constants, thickness…),  εrs, 
εrd, hsb, hsd, f  are chosen. 
 
 
2. SIW-DRA Single Element Modeling and Design, Figure 3.3 
 
• SIW parameters, aSIW, s, and dvia, are modeled. 
• DRA parameters,  aDRA and dDRA, are modeled. 
• SW-slot dimensions, LSlot  and  WSlot, are modeled and optimized.  
 
 
3. SIW- DRA Array Modeling (by using the proposed  T.L. circuit model ), 
and Design 
 
• S-parameters of SIW-DRA single element 2 port-network are evaluated by the 
EM full-wave solver (HFSS) at A-A’ reference plane, shown in Figure 4.2. 
• Constructing SIW-DRA array T.L. circuit model described in Section 4.2.1. It 
is based on cascading N-elements of the SIW-DRA 2 port network-model, and 
SIW T.L. model as in Figures 4.2 and 4.3. The T.L. circuit model uses 
equations (4.1)-(4.5), to calculate the SIW-DRA array’s reflection coefficient, 
S11(dB), and  radiation pattern (gain). 
• The SIW array parameters, XS  and D, are optimized using the proposed T.L. 
circuit model, where their initial values are chosen based on the standing wave 
(SW) array concept presented in Section 4.2.7. 
 
4.3 Substrate Integrated Waveguide (SIW) Corporate (Parallel)-Fed Rectangular 
Dielectric Resonator Antenna (RDRA) Arrays 
The SIW corporate-feed network is characterized by a single input line branched into several 
secondary stages of transmission lines able to deliver a uniform signal to each radiating element of 
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Figure 4.14 The general physical layout SIW-corporate (parallel) fed RDRA array (without SIW-
MSL transition), (a) Transverse slot configuration, (b) Longitudinal slot configuration. 
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both magnitude and phase. It employs three types of SIW discontinuities: a 90° L-bend, a Y-junction 
and a power splitting T-junction. Figure 4.13a and 4.13b shows the geometry of the SIW parallel fed-
RDRA array of the M-elements using two different configurations, the transverse slot (Figure 4.14a), 
and the longitudinal slot (Figure 4.14b). Typically, the antenna array consists of two major sections: 
(1) 1×M SIW-power splitter (beam forming network) used to split the power equally and in phase 
among the RDRA elements. It consists of the SIW T-junctions, L-Bends, and Y-junctions of width 
WSIW. (2) The RDRA elements excited by coupling slots. All the SIW junctions forming the power 
splitter have the same SIW effective width WSIW in order to support the TE10 fundamental mode over 
the operating frequency band. The posts DP are used to split the power and minimize the reflections 
caused by the SIW discontinuities. Therefore, the DP diameter and the location, yDP, have to be chosen 
properly.  
 
Figure 4.15 The proposed T.L. circuit model for (a) the SIW parallel (corporate) fed-RDRA linear 
array, (b) 1× M SIW-power splitter (beam forming network) T.L. model. 
Similarly, the SIW segment of length LSIW, connecting these junctions, is modeled by a 2 port-
network, as discussed in Section 4.2.1 (Figure 4.2b). 
The Transmission Line (T.L.) circuit model similar to the one discussed in Section 4.2.1 is 
presented in this chapter for the antenna array shown in Figure 4.14 to simplify and accelerate the 
design process. The 1×M SIW-power splitter (antenna beam forming network), is modeled by [S]BFN , 
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and each RDRA element, which is excited by a narrow slot, is modeled by a 2 port-network, [S]A, as 
discussed in Section 4.2.1. Moreover, the physical short circuit termination (SIW-SC), which is 
positioned at distance DS is modeled by an ideal SC termination (magnitude of unity and phase of 
180°). The proposed T.L. circuit model of the SIW parallel-fed RDRA array in Figure 4.15a does not 
take into account the inter-element mutual coupling, since our study showed that the mutual coupling 
between the elements is less than -19 dB (this will be studied in Section 4.3.1) over the operating 
frequency bandwidth.  
To complete the T.L. model, the 1×M SIW-power splitter (beam forming network) model part in 
Figure 4.15a is presented in details in Figure 4.15b. In this model, the SIW-splitter discontinuities are 
modeled by their multi-port network S-parameters as follows: the SIW T-junction (3 port-network) is 
modeled by [S]T, the SIW L-bend (2 port-network) is modeled by [S]L, and the SIW Y-junction (3 
port-network) is modeled by [S]Y. 
The full-wave numerical solver was used to calculate the S-matrices [S]L, [S]Y, and [S]T for 
different DP diameters and locations xDP. For simplicity in the analysis, the two matrices[S]T and [S]L 
are combined(cascaded) and modeled by [S]T , as shown in Figure 4.15b. Then, the SIW power 
splitter’s overall S-matrix, [S]BFN,  was calculated by using simple S-matrix manipulations[165, 166]. 
For example, the 1×5 (6 dB) SIW-power splitter, which consists of two L-band sections, two Y-
junctions, and one T-junction,  is considered to be the main building block in forming larger arrays. 
Therefore, the following formulations will focus on modeling the 1×5  (6 dB) SIW-splitter in Figure 
4.16, which its S-matrix, [S]1×5 is calculated as follows:  




























































































































































































Figure 4.16 The physical structure of 1×4 (6 dB) SIW-power splitter. 
 
Figure 4.17  The 1× 8 (9dB) SIW-power splitter (beam forming network), (a) Simplified model, (b) 
The return/insertion loss (dB) of calculated by the T.L. circuit model and EM full-wave solver. The 
splitter main dimensions are: DP=0.50mm, yDP=3.0 mm, and LSIW=2.40mm. 
       In order to validate the proposed T.L. circuit model shown in Figure 4.15b, the S-matrix, [S]BFN, 
of the 1×8 (9 dB) splitter which consists of one T-junction, two L-bends, and two 1×5 SIW-power 
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splitter, was calculated using the simplified model in Figure 4.17a, and compared to the that 
calculated by the EM full-wave solver over the frequency range 33-40 GHz, as shown in Figure 
5.17b. A good agreement is noticed in calculating the insertion loss, showing an insertion loss of -9.7 
dB within the frequency band 33-38 GHz. This loss is mainly attributed to the dielectric and the SIW-
discontinuity losses. However, the SIW loss is still lower than that of the multi-conductor open 
structures, such as MSL and CPW, which suffer from conduction loss at the mm-wave frequency 
band. Meanwhile, the return loss (dB) calculated by the T.L. circuit model deviates from that of the 
full-wave solver result. This deviation is mainly attributed to the reflections caused by the excitation 
of the higher order modes at the SIW-discontinuities, forming the splitter, and the SIW discrete 
nature, which are not taken into account by the proposed T.L. circuit model. However, the proposed 
T.L. circuit model is still valid and able to estimate the same return loss bandwidth (S11≤ -12 dB) as 
the full-wave solver, which is 4.5 GHz. 
The overall antenna array reflection coefficient, S11(dB), at the indicated reference as show  in 
Figure 4.15a can be calculated using the proposed T.L. circuit model in Figure 4.15b, as 
follows[166]:                                                   





bS −+==                 (4.7) 
:a BFN1  is the incident wave (volts) to the beam forming network at port 1. 
:b BFN1  is the reflected wave(volts) from the beam forming network at port 1.  





















































































































                                                                                                                               
Also, the proposed T.L. circuit model of the SIW corporate-fed RDRA can be used to calculate the 
antenna array radiation pattern (gain) by using the product of the antenna array factor and the single 
element radiation pattern. The antenna array factor formulation depends on the amplitudes and the 
phases of V1, V2 …VM , which are calculated by the proposed T.L. circuit model. The array factor is 












      
   (4.8)                                   
Where,  
MV : is the M




VA =  : is nth the antenna element exciting voltage coefficient.  
nV  : is nth the antenna element voltage defined at the antenna input circuit in Figure 4.15a. 
In Figure 4.15a, the relationship between the incident waves, BFNna and reflected waves, 
BFN
nb  are 
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Equations (4.9), (4.10) becomes a system for simultaneous of (2M+1) linear equations in (2M+1) 
unknowns ( BFNna , and 
BFN
nb ) if  the incident wave at the antenna array input in Figure 4.15a is 
normalized (  1aBFN1 =  volt). Then, the excitation voltages at all the antenna array elements and the 
array factor can be defined by equation (4.11), and (4.8), respectively.     
4.3.1 SIW-Parallel Fed RDRA Array Inter-Elements Mutual Coupling 
The mutual inter-elements coupling among the antenna elements in the SIW corporate-fed DRA 
configuration Figure 4.13 and its impact on the proposed T.L. is investigated. Figure 4.18a and 4.18b 
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shows the physical model setup used to study the mutual coupling for both the transverse slot (H-
coupling), and the longitudinal slot (E-coupling), respectively. It consists of two identical RDRA 
elements that are excited independently by the SIW fundamental mode, TE10, via two waveguide 
ports, Port 1, and Port 2. 
The antenna parameters; Ds, and the posts P1, P2 diameter and their locations xp, and yp should be 
selected properly to match the RDRA elements to the waveguide mode as discussed in Chapter 3. The 
EM full-wave solver was used to calculate the S-parameters of the two coupled antennas for the two 
configurations. It was found that the antenna setup in Figure 4.18b (E-coupling) shows a stronger 
coupling than the antenna setup in Figure 4.18a (H-coupling). The calculated E-coupling, S21(dB), is 
less than -14 dB, and the H-coupling shows less than -20 dB over the frequency band of 35-37.25 
GHz as defined by the reflection coefficient S11≤ -10 dB, as shown in Figure 4.19. 
 
Figure 4.18 The physical model setup used to investigate the inter-element mutual coupling (dB) 
among the SIW corporate-fed RDRA elements in Figure 4.14, (a) transverse slot configuration (H-
coupling), (b) longitudinal slot configuration (E-coupling).   
The proposed T.L. circuit model described by the equations (4.6)-(4.11) was used to calculate the 
overall reflection coefficient and the radiation pattern (gain) for an M=8 element corporate-fed 
antenna array (case study). Also, the EM full-wave solver was used to characterize the antenna array 
performance and verify the T.L. circuit model results. Figure 4.20 shows the calculated antenna array 
reflection coefficient (dB) for the antenna configurations, for the transverse slot in Figure 4.14a, and 
longitudinal slot in Figure 4.14b, respectively. The antenna array in Figure 4.14a shows an impedance 
bandwidth of 34.25-38.25 GHz, whereas, the antenna array in Figure 4.14b shows an impedance 
bandwidth of 34.50-38.0 GHz.  
As expected, the T.L. circuit model results deviate from these of the full-wave solver. This 
deviation is caused by the power splitter discontinuities effect discussed in Section 4.3 and shown in 
Figure 4.17b, and the mutual coupling effect described and shown in Figure 4.19. However, the 
proposed T.L. circuit model in Figure 4.15a is still valid and is able to estimate the antenna array 
resonance behavior. On the other hand, the full-wave solver, HFSS is able to handle these issues more 
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efficiently, but it takes longer time during the simulation process due to the huge generated mesh for 
this complex structures. 












 Reflection coefficient S11 "trans. slot"
 Coupling coefficient S21 (H-coupling)"trans. slot"
 Reflection coefficient S11"long. slot"












Figure 4.19The calculated S-parameters (dB) of the two port-network (mutual coupling set up) in 
Figure 4.18. 
 
Figure 4.20 The reflection coefficient S11(dB) of the SIW corporate-fed RDRA array(M=8 elements) 
calculated  by the proposed  T.L. circuit model and EM full-wave solver (a)with transverse slot 
arrangement DS=3.50 mm, DP=0.50mm, yDP=3.0 mm, and LSIW=2.40mm, (b)with longitudinal slot 
arrangement,  DS=2.0 mm, DP=0.50mm, yDP=3.0 mm, and LSIW=2.40mm.    
For completeness, the radiation pattern (gain) of the proposed antenna arrays in Figure 4.14 was 
investigated by the proposed T.L. circuit and verified numerically by the full-wave solver, HFSS, in 
two the orthogonal planes, the E-plane (XZ-plane for the antenna in Figure 4.14a / YZ-plane for the 
antenna in Figure 4.14b) and the H-plane (YZ-plane for the antenna in Figure 4.14a / XZ-plane for 
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the antenna in Figure 4.14b), as shown in Figure 4.21a,b. They show a boresight gains (maximum) of 
12.7 dB (the antenna in Figure 4.14a), and 14.9 dB (the antenna in Figure 4.14b) over the entire 
operating impedance bandwidth, as shown in Figures 4.21a, and 4.21 b, respectively. A very good 
agreement is observed between the T.L. model results and these of full-wave solver, especially in the 
H-plane in Figure 4.21a, and in the E-plane as shown in Figure 4.21b near the main beam (boresight 
direction).  The difference between the proposed T.L. circuit model and the full-wave solver results in 
the E-plane/ H-planes and far off-side lobes in the E/H-plane is mainly due to the scatterings from the 
ground plane edges (finite ground plane effect), which is not taken into account by the proposed T.L. 
model. However, the proposed T.L. circuit model is still valid, and it is able to calculate the antenna 
radiation pattern, which correlates well with that of HFSS.    
 
Figure 4.21 The radiation pattern (gain) (dB) of the SIW corporate-fed RDRA array(8-elements) at 36 
GHz calculated  by the proposed T.L. circuit model and EM full-wave solver (a)with transverse slot 
arrangement in Figure 4.14a, DS=3.5 mm, DP=0.50mm, yDP=3.0 mm, and LSIW=2.40mm, (b) with 
longitudinal slot arrangement in Figure 4.14 b, DS=2.0 mm, DP=0.50mm, yDP=3.0 mm, and 
LSIW=2.40mm.    
4.4 Substrate Integrated Waveguide (SIW) Hybrid (Series-Corporate) Fed-
Rectangular Dielectric Resonator Antenna (RDRA): Two Dimensional (2D) 
Arrays 
When the SIW-series fed RDRA linear array of the N elements arrangement in Figure 4.1 
combined with the SIW corporate-fed array of the M elements in Figure 4.14, the SIW hybrid (series-
corporate combination)-feed configuration can be implemented to form a two-dimensional (2D) 
RDRA array with dimension of N×M for mm-wave high gain applications. Figure 4.22 shows the 
general physical layout of the SIW hybrid fed-RDRA array implemented in longitudinal slot based 
configuration. The longitudinal slot is preferred to the transverse slot configuration due to its smaller 
overall size, which is suitable for low profile RF front-end applications. Moreover, its radiation pattern 





Figure 4.22 SIW-hybrid (serried-corporate combination) fed RDRA 2D array. 
  
The 1×M SIW-power splitter is used to split the incident power equally among the M sets of the N-
series fed-RDRA elements. The metallic post diameters, DP and their locations, yDP are tuned to 
distribute the power equally and minimize the antenna array reflection coefficient. Alternatively, the 
series fed-array elements are positioned properly according to the design approach disused in Section 
4.2 to ensure equal amplitude and equi-phase excitations to all array elements (uniform distribution). In 
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≅  apart to keep both the 
mutual coupling between elements and overall antenna size at a minimum level.   
The proposed T.L. circuit models presented for the series fed- antenna array in Figure 4.2 and for 
the corporate fed-antenna array in Figure 4.15 can be combined to form a complete T.L. circuit model 
for the 2D antenna array in Figure 4.22. In this T.L. model, each series-fed array “column” is 
modeled as a load ГL in Figure 4.15a, which can be calculated by using the formulation described by 
equations (4.1)-(4.3). Then, the overall reflection coefficient is calculated using the equation (4.7). 
The antenna radiation pattern of the antenna array in Figure 4.22 can also be calculated by using the 
formulations described in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. A case study, M=8×N=8 antenna array, is modeled 
and designed. 







 T.L. Circuit Model 




















Figure 4.23 The reflection coefficient S11(dB) of the SIW hybrid fed-RDRA array (8×8-elements) 
calculated by the proposed  T.L. circuit model and EM full-wave solver.   
The T.L circuit model was used to calculate the reflection coefficient, S11(dB) and the radiation 
pattern (gain), and its validity was investigated by the full-wave solver, HFSS. Figure 4.23 shows the 
reflection coefficient, S11(dB),of the SIW hybrid-fed RDRA 2D array in Figure 4.22, which is 
calculated was by the proposed T.L. circuit model and the EM full-wave solver. The circuit model 
shows an impedance bandwidth, S11(dB) ≤10, that covers the frequency band of 33.72-37.38 GHz. 
A good agreement between the T.L. circuit model result and the full-wave solver result in 
calculating S11(dB) is only observed when close to the frequency band of 35.41-38.31 GHz, which 
corresponds to an impedance bandwidth of 2.90 GHz centered at 36.86GHz. Alternatively, there is a 
noticeable difference between the two simulated results below 35.41 GHz, as shown in Figure 4.23. 
This difference is mainly due to the accumulation of errors in the series and corporate-fed arrays 
results, which are attributed to the issues discussed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. In other words, as the 
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number of elements in the array increases, the more discontinuities are added to the array structure 
and become closer; causing the T.L. circuit results to deviate more from these calculated by the full-
wave solver, especially the reflection coefficient characteristics. Consequently, the circuit model 
would fail to estimate the antenna array overall performance accurately.   
The radiation characteristics of the antenna array in Figure 4.22 were studied by the proposed T.L. 
model and the EM full-wave solver. Figure 4.24 a, and 4.24b shows the antenna array radiation 
pattern (gain) in the E (YZ-plane), and the H (XZ-plane) planes at 36.86 GHz, respectively. Although 
the T.L. results deviates from the full-wave solver in both planes, especially off the boresight 
direction (θ=0°), it is still able to predict the radiation pattern (gain) near the main beam. The antenna 
shows a maximum boresight gain of 22.5 dB with a narrow 3dB beam width in both planes of 8°, 
which is quite suitable for high gain phased array mm-wave applications. Figure 4.25a illustrates the 
field distribution on an auxiliary plane that coincides with the coupling slots plane. It shows a well 
confined (guided) wave inside the SIW structure and a uniform distribution of the excitation fields for 
all the RDRA elements that leads to co-phase radiation in the boresight direction, as shown in Figure 
4.25b.  
 
Figure 4.24 The radiation pattern (gain) (dB) of the SIW-hybrid fed RDRA array in Figure 4.22 (8×8-
elements) at 36.50 GHz calculated by the proposed T.L. circuit model and EM full-wave solver 
configuration, (a) H-plane (YZ-plane), (b) E-plane (XZ-plane).  
Since, the main objective of this thesis is to explore and investigate the usefulness of combining 
both the SIW technology (as a feeding scheme) and the DRA technology (as a radiator) for low cost 
and high radiation efficiency mm-wave applications. A study was conducted to investigate the losses 
(conduction and dielectric) variation over operating frequency of the antenna array structure in Figure 
4.22.  
The overall radiation efficiency of the antenna was calculated by taking into account only one of 
these losses at a time compared to the case where all the losses are included. The results of this study 
are depicted in Figure 4.26. It was found that, when all the losses were included (case 1) in the 
calculation, the antenna’s overall simulated radiation efficiency was more than 85% over the 




Figure 4.25 The field distribution plots of the SIW hybrid fed 2D RDRA array (8×8-elements) in 




This high efficiency is close to measured efficiency reported in [167] for a MSL-fed DRA single 
element over the same operating frequency band. This efficiency enhancement is attributed to the 
SIW and RDRA combination that minimizes the conduction loss, which dominates at the mm-wave 
as described in Chapter 2. 
To confirm this concept, the radiation efficiencies of the antenna in Figure 4.22 was calculated 
when the conduction loss is only included (case 2), and in another case only the dielectric loss is 
included (case 3). As shown in Figure 4.26, they are more than 96% (0.7% is the numerical error 
provided by the full-wave solver), and 89%, respectively. These simulations indicate that the SIW 
keeps the conduction loss at the minimum level (case 2). However, the radiation efficiency in case 3 
is close to that of case 1, showing that the dielectric loss dominates the conduction loss at the mm-
wave band when the SIW is used as a feeding scheme. 










 All losses are included, Case 1
 Conduction loss is only included, Case 2 













Figure 4.26 The calculated radiation efficiency (by HFSS) of SIW hybrid fed- 2D RDRA array 
(M=8×N=8 elements) in Figure 4.22.  
4.5 SIW Fed-RDRA Arrays Fabrication and Measurements 
In order to validate the antenna array designs for real applications, and verify the proposed T.L. 
circuit models described in this chapter, the SIW series fed-RDRA arrays were fabricated using the 
technique outlined in Section 3.5.1, as shown in Figure 4.27, and their prototypes are tested. The 
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reflection coefficient and radiation characteristics of the SIW series fed-RDRA array prototypes in 
Figure 4.27 were measured over the operating frequency band of 33-40 GHz.  
 
Figure 4.27 The fabricated prototypes of the SIW series-fed RDRA array [168] (a) using vertical 
polarized (transverse) slot configuration, (b) using horizontal polarized (longitudinal) slot 
configuration. 
The measured reflection S11(dB) coefficients for both antenna array configurations are depicted in 
Figure 4.28. The antenna prototype in Figure 4.27a shows an impedance bandwidth of 1.60% (around 
the center frequency 33.87 GHz), as shown in Figure 4.28a, whereas, the antenna prototype in Figure 
4.27b shows a 4.70% bandwidth (around the center frequency 37.80 GHz), as shown in Figure 4.28b. 
A very good agreement is observed between the measurements and the full-wave solver, HFSS, 
results, especially near the frequency at which the reflection coefficient is minimum (resonance). 
However, the proposed circuit model results deviated from that of the measured ones, especially in 
Figure 4.28a, where there is a stronger mutual coupling (as discussed in Section 4.2.2). In general, 
there are noticeable deviations between the proposed T.L. model results and the measured ones in 
Figure 4.28a, and 4.28b. These differences are attributed to the discrete nature of the SIW structure 
that affects the short circuit (SC) performance (magnitude and phase), T.L. lengths, and the mutual 
coupling between the adjacent antenna elements, caused by the excitation of higher order mode at the 




Figure 4.28 The simulated and measured reflection coefficient (dB) of the SIW series-fed DRA array 
[168] (N=4), (a) using the horizontal polarized SIW-slot arrangement prototype in Figure 4.27a, (b) 
using the vertical polarized SIW-slot arrangement prototype, in Figure 4.27b.  
 
Figure 4.29 The simulated and measured results of the SIW series fed-RDRA array (N=4) (a) using 
the horizontal polarized SIW-slot arrangement prototype in Figure 4.27a [168]: E-plane (XZ-plane) 
and H-plane (YZ-plane), (b) using vertical polarized SIW-slot arrangement prototype in Figure 4.27b:  
H-plane (XZ-plane), E-plane (YZ-plane). 
All these issues are handled efficiently and are taken into account by the full-wave solver. 
Therefore, the measured reflection coefficient agrees to that of the HFSS, except for a very small 
deviation, caused by the fabrication tolerances and measurement errors. However, the proposed T.L. 
circuit model is still valid and is able to predict and estimate the resonance behavior and the 
impedance bandwidth of the proposed antenna arrays in very short time compared with the full-wave 
solver. 
Also, the radiation patterns (gains) of the fabricated antenna prototypes were experimentally 
verified. The measured radiation pattern (gain) of the two antennas with a scanned angle θ varied 
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between -90o and +90o arranged along X-axis as indicated by the coordinate system in Figure 4.1 is 
described. The simulated and measured XZ- and YZ- plane radiation patterns are shown in Figure 
4.29a, and 4.29b, respectively. The antenna array in Figure 4.27a, b arrays show maximum boresight 
(θ=90) gains of 11.70 and 10.60 dB, respectively. 
Obviously, as shown in Figure 4.29, the measured radiation pattern results correlate well with the 
simulated results calculated by the proposed T.L. model in both the E-and H-planes, especially in the 
vicinity of the main beam with less than 1.10 dB difference in the in the boresight direction. This 
difference is attributed to the dielectric loss (very small), the SIW-MSL transition loss (~ 0.25 dB), 
and the launcher losses (~0.9 dB) which are not taken into account by the T.L. circuit model. Both the 
MSL-SIW transition and the edge connector (power launcher) are used in this work for experimental 
verification only, and their effect on the antenna overall performance have to de-embedded during the 
radiation efficiency calculations/measurement.     
As discussed in Section 4.2, the antenna array overall radiation efficiency was investigated 
numerically by a full-wave solver, as shown in Figure 4.13 for 4 elements. However, the efficiency of 
the antenna excluding the SIW-MSL transition and the edge connector (power launcher) can be 
calculated based on the simulation (by full-wave solver). The SIW-MSL transition and the edge 
connector (power launcher) introduce ~ 1 dB loss at 35 GHz. The simulated directivity and gain of the 
antenna array in Figure 4.27 are 13.0 dB and 12.75 dB, receptively at 35 GHz with an estimated 
efficiency 94.4%.  By taking the 1.05 dB difference (indicated by Table 4.3) between the measured 
and the simulated gain into account (after excluding the launcher loss ~ 0.9 dB), the measured 
efficiency estimate is be up to 91.2%.   
The previous discussion indicates that highly efficient mm-wave antenna arrays can be built when 
the SIW technology integrated with the DRA. This technology can replace the conventional multi-
conductor planar feeding scheme technologies for other planar antennas, such as the MPA. The SIW 
is a high Q-feeding structure that keeps most of the excitation fields inside its structure. Accordingly, 
the overall antenna radiation efficiency is enhanced by the SIW, and provides a stable gain by 
minimizing the conduction, leakage losses, and blocks the undesirable radiation caused by other 
feeding structures.  
  Table 4.3 provides a comparison between the measured and simulated results which were 
calculated by using the HFSS and the proposed T.L. circuit model for the antenna characteristics. The 
antenna prototype in Figure 4.27b depicts a wider bandwidth (impedance and radiation) with a more 
compact and smaller area than the antenna prototype in Figure 4.27a. However, the latter provides a 
narrower beam width due to its larger physical area. Both antennas show different characteristics 
suitable for different high radiation efficiency applications. All these characteristics demonstrate that 
the proposed SIW-DRA array structures are low cost, highly efficient, and compact antenna, which 
are suitable for portable mm-wave applications. As compared with the full-wave electromagnetic 
(EM) numerical solvers,  
Table 4.3 indicates that the proposed T.L circuit model is an easy and fast approach for calculating 
the antenna array main characteristics, such as reflection coefficient and radiation pattern compared to 
the full-wave solver. Besides, it can be used for optimizing the antenna array parameters to achieve 
the optimum performance.  
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Table 4.3 The SIW series-fed RDRA Array (N=4) reflection coefficient/radiation characteristics 
[168]. 
Antenna Characteristics Simulation Measurement 





















Center frequency fo   (GHz) 34.10 34.50         33.87 
Impedance Bandwidth ∆%  
 (-10 dB reflection coefficient) 
1.87 5 1.60 
S11(dB) @ fo -15.70 -24.0 -22 
Gmax@ fo 12.75 12.80 11.70 
Efficiency @ fo 0.95   
Beam width (Degree) 16 16 16 
Radiation bandwidth (%) 8   





















 Center frequency fo  (GHz) 37.45 38         37.80 
Impedance Bandwidth ∆%  
 (-10 dB reflection coefficient) 
8.70 9% 4.70 
fo -26.45 -21 -19.70 
Gmax@ fo 11.39 11.68 10.60 
Efficiency  @  fo 0.93   
Beam width (Degree) 34 34 34 
Radiation bandwidth (%) 14   





Discussion and Future Recommendations 
5.1 Introduction  
High radiation efficiency planar antennas based on the planar waveguide technology, the Substrate 
Integrated Waveguide (SIW), for low cost mm-wave applications were investigated. In particular, the 
DRA single element/arrays-fed by a novel low cost and loss feeding scheme, SIW, were investigated. 
The SIW-based DRA were modeled, designed, and fabricated. The design guidelines (algorithm) 
based on antenna theory, Transmission Line (T.L.) circuit model, and full-wave simulations were 
presented to accelerate the design and the optimization processes. Also, the Experimental results for 
fabricated antenna prototypes were presented to verify the design guidelines, and the simulated 
results. It was found that the SIW as feeding scheme is very well suited for many planar antennas, 
such as the DRAs and the MPAs. It enhances their overall radiation efficiency that normally degraded 
by tradition feeding schemes at the mm-wave frequency band. Moreover, the measured results 
were correlated well to the simulated ones.                       
5.2 Brief Summary of the Research    
This thesis presents an investigation of the Substrate Integrated Waveguide (SIW) based Dielectric 
Resonator Antennas (DRA) operating at the mm-wave frequencies for high radiation efficiency 
applications. The information gained from a thorough review of the theoretical foundation on which 
the DRAs are based, and from a study of previously reported conventional planar feeding schemes at 
the mm-wave frequency band, was utilized as a basis for providing a novel low loss feeding scheme 
that can be used for planar antennas, such as the DRA, and MPAs.  
In this research, the SIW based-DRA technology implemented in two different configurations was 
investigated. The DRA’s fundamental mode, TE111, was excited for radiation through a narrow slot 
coupled by the SIW’s fundamental mode, TE10. All the design and the modeling aspects involving the 
dielectric materials used, the physical dimensions (parameters), and the impact of these parameters on 
the antenna performance were studied (parametric study). Also, the full-wave simulations were 
included to verify the proposed designs for the mm-wave applications.  
The SIW-based DRA technology was extended in this work to investigate the radiation efficiency 
of large arrays in high gain system applications. In this thesis, different feeding configurations, such 
as the SIW series-fed DRA linear arrays, the SIW corporate-fed DRA linear arrays, and the SIW 
hybrid fed-DRA Two Dimensional (2D) arrays were presented. The physical architectures of the 
antennas were also introduced with theoretical design guidelines. Furthermore, a simple approach 
based on a developed Transmission Line (T.L.) circuit model was proposed as a simple tool to 
analysis and design the proposed antenna arrays and provides more physical insight about the antenna 
main parameters and their impact on the antenna performance.  
The antenna designs were fabricated by a novel procedure which is compatible with low loss and 
low cost technologies, such as PCB. Their fabricated prototypes were measured to validate the 
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process and the proposed T.L. circuit model, and confirm that the SIW-fed DRA operating at 
millimeter-wave band is feasible.  
A final discussion of the subject necessitates a comparison of the results obtained here with those 
previously reported for similar published designs. This will give an idea of the potential of the designs 
here for use in the future systems, and an idea of how much work is needed before their use in 
commercial systems can be become a reality. Finally, recommendation for follow on work is 
presented in an attempt to point the way ahead for this subject.     
5.3 Summary of Thesis Main Accomplishment          
In this work, significant contributions to the advancement of integrated antenna and the front-end 
packaging were fulfilled. Therefore, the major accomplishment of this thesis was the investigation, 
design and fabrication of low cost/loss planar waveguide technology based-DRA single 
element/arrays for mm-wave high radiation efficiency application, which was more than 90 %. The 
use of SIW as a feeding scheme for the DRA at the mm-wave frequency band, especially for array 
applications is a relatively unexplored topic. To the author’s knowledge, this thesis is considered to be 
the first investigation of SIW-integrated RDRA for high radiation efficiency mm-wave applications. 
Moreover, this research work was extended to investigate the SIW-based DRA array configurations 
by proposing two different excitation arrangements.  
Another accomplishment was proposing a novel T.L. circuit model for the arrays to expedite the 
design process. It is based on generic formulations to calculate both the antenna overall reflection 
coefficient and the radiation pattern (gain) characteristics. The proposed T.L. was simple and fast 
compared to the full-wave solvers, and led to a general methodology (algorithm) for the mm-wave 
SIW-based planar antennas. Furthermore, the SIW-based DRA designed modules were fabricated by 
a novel technique that is compatible with the Printed Circuit Board (PCB) low cost technology. Due 
to time and cost limitations, few antenna modules namely SIW-fed DRA single element and SIW-
series fed DRA array, were fabricated and tested to validate the design guidelines. The measurements 
were in a good agreement with the simulated results done by full-wave solver and the proposed T.L. 
circuit model.           
5.4 Future Work           
Any research work that involves new emerging mm-wave technologies, such as SIW-based RF-
circuits and antennas needs further investigations. Furthermore, promising avenues of research 
present themselves that cannot be pursued due to the lack of time and resources. The following list of 
recommended research topics for the future work includes both completion of this work and potential 
extensions to the results presented in this thesis.        
1. Building and measuring the SIW-corporate fed DRA and the SIW hybrid-fed DRA designed 
prototypes as described in Sections 5.3 and 5.4, respectively to validate the proposed design for 
real high gain/efficiency mm-wave applications, and to complete the research. Also, the measured 
results will be used to validate the full-wave simulations and the proposed T.L circuit model 




2. Investigations of using this developed antenna at higher frequencies such as 60 GHz, and 77 GHz. 
Since the DRA elements become very small, the array structures even become more difficult to 
fabricate. At these frequencies, a few tens of microns deviation from the actual dimensions is 
enough to move the resonant frequencies to undesirable region. One potential solution to 
overcome these problems and fabricate high precision DRAs is X-ray lithography applied to 
polymer-based antenna structures with different portions of ceramic contents [169]. 
3.  The Design and development of the SIW-based phased array using different technologies and 
configurations, such as the multi-layer Low Temperature Co-fired Ceramics (LTCC) technology, 
to implement and integrate low loss and low cost phase shifters, which are responsible for the 
antenna array beam steering, will be investigated. Therefore, the research will also address novel 
ideas for the implementation of a low cost and low loss planar waveguide based on the Micro-
Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) integrated phase shifter in the same antenna.  
4. Even though the DRAs is preferred over the MPAs for microwave/mm-wave applications, MPAs 
are still an attractive candidate at the mm-wave frequency band. Especially at frequencies higher 
than 60 GHz, where the DRA dimensions become critical to fabricate. Therefore, an investigation 
of using the SIW as a feeding scheme for the MPAs for the V-band (60 GHz) to enhance the 
overall radiation efficiency within the allocated 7 GHz continuous unlicensed spectrum 57-66 GHz 














Basic Theory and Analysis of Dielectric Resonator antenna (DRA) 
A.1 Dielectric Resonators (DRs), as a radiator 
The DRs are made from low-loss dielectric materials of many different shapes, within which the 
oscillating EM energy are confined. The main advantage of the DRs over  a traditional cavity 
resonator is their compatibility with the planar circuits and their ease of fabrications for a very high 
frequency operation. Using high εrd, DRs can also be made very small in their fabrications. They 
provide wider bandwidth than cavity resonators for many applications. 
 
 Figure A. 1 Boundary between the DR and free space. 
The main sources of power dissipation in the DRs are the dielectric loss which is usually very 
small and the power radiates out through the walls of resonator. This power leakage from the DR can 
be explained briefly by considering the DR wall as the boundary between two non-conducting media 
(dielectric and air). Each of the two media has its own values for the basic parameters conductivity 
(σ), permittivity (εrd) and permeability (μ) that affects the EM wave propagation. By considering the 
wave behavior at the boundary between the two media the loss mechanism can be described easily. 
The Perfect Magnetic Wall (PMC) is assumed as a boundary condition at the boundary as shown in 
Figure A.1. If we consider the region inside the DR as a region 1, and the surrounding air as a region 
2, then the return loss ( )Γ  at the boundary can be expressed in terms of the intrinsic impedances of 
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=           (A.4) 
As noticed from equation (A.4), the portion of the incident wave passes through the wall or is 
reflected back into the DR, depending on the DR material permittivity (εrd) ,where it accounts for the 
energy storage in the DR. In other words, for a DR with a high permittivity, most of the energy will 
be stored inside the DR and little will be lost to the radiation. Conversely, a DR with a low rdε , most 
of its energy will be lost to radiation and very little will be reflected back to DR. In this loss 
mechanism, the DR can be used as a radiator if a lower value of rε material is used for the DR 
material typically 5 ≤  εrd  ≤  10 where, the radiation will become the dominant feature of the lowest 
order resonant modes. By choosing the DR dimensions and aspect ratios such that the resonator has 
an unloaded quality factor (QU) that approximately is equal to its radiation quality factor (Qrad) will 
result in a wide operating bandwidth for the DR. Thus, a properly designed DR excited in its lower 
modes can function effectively as an antenna. 
A.2 Resonant Modes of DRA 
The modes present inside the DRA can be classified into the E-mode and H-modes. The H-modes are 
characterized by the large normal H- field component at the boundaries of the DR, whereas the E-
modes are modes that do not have a large normal H- field component at the DR walls. The lowest 
order H-modes and E-modes radiate like magnetic and electric dipole respectively. The work 
presented in [170] by Okaya and Barash investigated the modes within the rectangular DRA. They 
defined the H-modes as Transverse Magnetic (TM) modes and E-modes as Transverse Electric (TE) 
modes. In a subsequent work, done by [171] they used an opposite notation for these modes. He 
classified them as TE for the H-modes and the E-modes as TM. This is the convention that has gained 
acceptance as the preferred method of mode labeling.  Furthermore, the numerical subscript is used to 
clarify a specific mode being referenced. The numbers denote field variations over the DR region in 
the orthogonal coordinate system being analyzed. A letter superscript is sometimes used when 
referring to modes in rectangular DR. This letter denotes the axis to which the specific mode is 
transverse. 
A general classification was given by Van Bladel to the modes of an arbitrary shaped DRA of very 
high permittivity [172]. According to his classifications, the modes inside DRA can be either 
confined (supported by dielectric bodies of revolutions only, like the TM01δ mode of a cylindrical 
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DRA) or non-confined modes. The confined modes satisfy the following two conditions at all DR 
surfaces: 
0n̂ . E =
r
          (A.5a) 
0Hn̂ =×
r
          (A.5b) 
On the other hand, the non-confined modes (rectangular DRA), which satisfy the condition 3.5a. 
He mentioned that the lowest order confined and non-confined modes radiate like electric and 
magnetic dipoles, respectively. For higher order modes, the pure Transverse Electric (TE) or 
Transverse Magnetic (TM) cannot exist, so that both electric and magnetic field has non-vanishing, 
longitudinal components. Such modes are called hybrid modes. These modes exist in the DRs for 
which several types of modes exist at a single frequency. Cylindrical and spherical shapes DRA can 
support these modes. These modes are a combination of TE and TM modes. One advantage of the 
RDRA is the ability to avoid mode degeneracy by altering its dimensions. Since each mode has its 
own unique field distribution, which translates to a specific radiation pattern, the preferred mode of 
operation is an important factor when designing DRAs. In general, the DRAs that make use of the 
lowest order mode that will radiates like an electrical and magnetic dipole, as this is the most 
convenient DRA radiation pattern for many applications.  
A.3 DRA Analysis 
In order to have a better understanding of DRAs behavior, an accurate analysis representing their 
circuit and radiation pattern is required. The most interesting prosperities are the resonant frequency 
fo, mode field distribution, the Q-factor, and the input impedance. The resonant frequency fo of a DRA 
depends on its shape, dimension, aspect ratio, and εrd . There are other parameters that may affect the 
DRA resonance frequency fo, namely, the coupling method, and the presence of other radiating bodies 
in close proximity (mutual coupling). With the Exception of closed shapes such as spheres, 
hemispheres, and triodes, there is no exact analytical solution for the DRA resonant frequency fo. 
Approximate analytical solutions and numerical techniques are used for other shapes to provide an 
estimate value for the fo. For some shapes the approximate solutions are fairly simple and yield 
accurate results, while for other shapes complex numerical techniques are required and the predicted 
fo can be less accurate. 
Non-Rectangular Dielectric Resonator Antenna (N-RDRA) Analysis 
A lot of analyses of the DRAs have been presented for shapes other than the RDRAs. The CDRAs 
have been used for a great amount of practical applications in filters and oscillators, and they have 
been used in the first DRA experiments. Consequently, there are several analytical approximations to 
determine the characteristics of the CDRAs. Due to the axial symmetry of the cylindrical shape, most 
of its parameters can be estimated accurately with relative ease. The first approximate solution for a 
cylindrical shape was presented in [171].  Yee used a PMC boundary condition to represent the 
boundary of the cylinder sides, and matched the tangential field at the cylinder ends. He conducted an 
experimental measurements and he founded a good agreement between measured and predicted 
values. A simple analysis for a cylindrical DRA was carried out in [31] using a magnetic wall model 
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to calculate the resonant frequencies. Meanwhile, this model failed to predict the input impedance. 
The frequency of the fundamental (dominant) mode 110TM , which has the lowest resonant frequency, 














          (A.6)         
A simplified analysis of the cylindrical DRs has been presented in[165]. It provides basic 
estimates about DR parameters, but the analysis was inaccurate. Numerical methods have been also 
used for analyzing CDRAs. A numerical based on the surface integral equation, has been used to 
predict the CDRA‘s fo, Q-factor, and radiation pattern is presented [173]. Another numerical method, 
the Finite Difference Time-Domain (FDTD), has been used to calculate the radiation pattern and 
input impedance of a probe feed CDRA [174]. A good agreement between the estimated and the 
experimental results has been found. 
The hemisphere DRA offers an advantage over the RDRA and CDRA shapes in that the interface 
between the dielectric and the air is simple because when placed above a ground plane, the image 
theory allows it to be analyzed as a sphere in free space. Accordingly, it can be analyzed using simple 
approximate methods. The common hemisphere analysis has been presented by Leung and 
Luck[175]. A mode matching method analysis has been used to extract the H-field green function 
inside the DR. There are many other well-established analysis methods for approximating the 
characteristics of the DR with axial-symmetric shapes, detailed descriptions and a comparison of the 
different methods are beyond the scope of this work. A more detailed summery of the analysis of 
cylindrical, and spherical DRs have been presented by Mongia and Bhartia[176].  
Rectangular Dielectric Resonator Antenna (RDRA) Analysis 
The RDRAs offer practical advantages over cylindrical and spherical shapes, because it is easy to 
fabricate. In addition, mode degeneracy can be avoided by properly choosing the RDRA dimensions. 
However, the RDRA analysis is more complex as its shapes is not axial symmetric. Since no 
analytical solutions exist, only approximate solutions are possible. Many models have been developed 
for RDRA analysis, but these models are generally not accurate, because there are some 
approximations imposed to extract the solutions. Some of these models based on the analysis of 
rectangular dielectric waveguides.   
The analysis of the RDRA has been presented by Okaya and Barash [170], and a solution for the 
field equations, the resonant frequency fo, the mode structure, and the Q-factor have been introduced. 
Their calculations are based on the first and second approximations for the RDRA boundaries. In the 
first order approximation, the PMC boundary was assumed for all the RDRA boundaries. The second 
order approximation was to use the PMC conditions only on the four smallest walls and match the 
tangential fields at the two larger faces. The results showed that the first order approximation estimate 
for the resonant frequencies showed a good agreement for higher order modes, but the second order 
approximation was required for lower order modes. It has been shown by Van Blade [172], that the 
modes of the RDRA do not satisfy the magnetic wall condition even when the dielectric constant of 
the resonator extends to infinity. 
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The transmission properties of the dielectric waveguides with a rectangular cross section, which 
have been presented by Marcatili[177], provide the basis for many of the rectangular DR models that 
followed. He developed a Dielectric Waveguide Model (DWM). Marcatili assumed there was 
continuous E and H fields at the waveguide boundaries with exponential decaying fields outside. 
Afterwards, He matched the tangential fields at the boundary to complete the model. Extensive 
theoretical and experimental investigations has been made by Mongia to determine the resonant 
frequency fo [178]. He used the DWM to discuss both the CDRAs and the RDRAs in terms of fo and 
the mode structure. A good agreement between theoretical and experimental results is observed. A 
closed form expression for the RDRA Q-factor has been derived by Mongia and Ittipibon[35]. It is 
based on replacing the RDRA with electric current source. A fairly good agreement has been 
observed between the theoretical and measured results.  
A.4 Dielectric Waveguide mixed with Magnetic wall (DWG-MW) model 
This model has been outlined by Mongia and Bhartia[176, 178], and applied by Ittipiboon[179]. It 
is based on the Magnetic Wall (MW) model [170] and Marcatilli’s DWG model [177]. In the DWG-
MW approach, the isolated RDR is first considered as a truncated version of the infinite dielectric 
waveguide with the same cross section aRDRA and b, and the truncated length dRDRA , as shown in 
Figure A.2, with shown boundary conditions. Second, the dominant transverse components at the end 
of the waveguide are matched with the external exponentially decaying fields using Marcatili’s 
approach. In other words, with these assumptions, the fields of the DRA are expanded in the TE and 
the TM modes using the modal expansion method. The fields inside and outside the RDRA are 
expressed in terms of sinusoidal and exponential decaying functions, respectively. The wave 
propagation and numbers and attenuation constants are then found by matching the boundary 
conditions. 
 
Figure A. 2 Isolated Rectangular Dielectric Resonator (RDRA). 
Most of the RDRA applications are interested in the fundamental mode radiation characteristics, 
and the following analysis will focus on TE111 modes. Therefore, by properly selecting the RDRA 
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dimensions as aRDRA> b> dRDRA, the lowest order mode will be x111TE . Based on the aforementioned 
DWG-MW approach, the fields of the x11mTE modes with an odd m  can be written as [35]: 
)yksin()xkcos()zkcos(AkE yxzyoz −=  
0Eox =  
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The wave numbers also satisfies the equation 
 2ord2z2y2x kkkk ε=++          (A.9) 
Where ok denotes the free-space wave number corresponding to the resonant frequency    
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The field expressions of the x11nTE modes with even n  are [13]:   
)ykcos()xkcos()zkcos(BkE yxzyoz −=  
0Eox =  
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 Where, B is an arbitrary constant, and the resonant frequency can be calculated from (A.8)-(A.10). 
The RDRA of dimensions aRDRA ×dRDRA×h=b/2 resides on an infinite ground plane can be viewed as  a 
single block of RDRA with a height b as in Figure A.2. Thus, the RDRA made of dielectric material 
with permittivity of εrd, and dimensions aRDRA , b, and dRDRA, the above equations can be used in an 
iterative manner to determine the RDRA resonance frequencies.  
For the lowest order mode (m, n=1), a sketch of the field configuration is shown in Figure A.3. 
The Hx component of the magnetic field is dominant along the center of the DRA, while the E-fields 
(predominantly Ey and Ex) circulates around the Hx component. These fields are similar to those 
produced by a short magnetic dipole. The knowledge of the relative amplitude of these fields as a 
function of the location within the RDRA is important for determining where to place the feed source 
to efficiently excite the RDRA. 
Higher-order modes within the RDRA can also be excited for a certain aspect ratio. Figure A.3 
shows the sketches of the fields for some of these modes. The x131TE  and 
x
113TE  modes will produce a 
radiation pattern similar to the x111TE mode, having a peak in the broadside radiation direction (along 
the Z-direction). While the x112TE  mode cannot exist for the case of the RDRA mounted on the 
ground plane. By properly combining one or more of the higher-order modes with the fundamental 
mode, a wider bandwidth or dual-band operation can be achieved [13, 180].    
A.5  Radiation Q-Factor of RDRA 
The radQ -factor is an important factor for the RDRA characterization. It describes how much 
energy is stored against how much power is radiated per cycle in the resonator. Also, it has a direct 
impact on the RDRA bandwidth. radQ of  the RDRA as it has been presented in [129,134], and its 
closed form for is found in[181]. This formulation is based on replacing the RDRA by magnetic 
current source. 
A verified result of the radQ in [178] is obtained by comparing it to the experimental 
investigations. A good agreement is noticed. In the x111TE mode analyzed above, the RDRA radiates 




1 vvvρ          (A.12) 
Where R
v
 is the position vector from the origin, V  is the volume of the RDRA, and pJ denotes the 
volume polarization current: 
E)1(jJ rdop
vv
−= εωε          (A.13) 
The E in the equation (A.7) represents the electric field intensity inside the RDRA. Inserting these 
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Figure A. 3 Sketch of the fields for the x111TE  mode Of RDRA. 
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εα . Then together with the help of equation (A.16), we can also notice that 




Figure A. 4 Sketches for the E -fields for the selected higher order modes within RDRA. 
 )( Q 2
3
rdrad εα           (A.18)  
In other words, most of the stored energy lies within the resonator if the εrd of the RDRA is high, 
and less will be radiated. For a RDRA to be an effective antenna, the Q factor must be low. This has a 
direct impact on the choice of RDRA material permittivity εrd, which is recommended to be less than 
20 for an effective radiation. On the other hand, the more the RDRA radiates, the wider the 
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